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 set for the summer 





This marks the last 
issue  at 
the Spartan
 Daily for the 
Spring semester. 
We 
will  resume 
publication  
on the first day 
Of classes for 
the Fall semester. 
Good luck 




















































Daily staff writer 
Around the University Police De-
partment. it's become known as the 




 a 31 -cent 





 the department's low morale 
problems -- problems that may 
have resulted 
in




Apparently an officer assigned to 
watch the Rec Center after a 
break-in
 
over winter break was told by offi-
cials there to 
"make himself at 
home."
 
The officer did. And he helped 
himself to a packet of instant soup 
mixed with hot 
water.  
But the 
owner of the packet 
com-
plained through a series of 
official 
channels. 
When  the complaint 
reached UPD, the officer replaced 
the soup at the 
direction  of a supe-
rior. However, the incident did not 
end there. 
Soon after, the officer received a 
letter of admonition
 from Police 
Chief 
Ric Abyeta  a letter that 
others in the department say was 
un-
necessary.  
This incident, as 























































that  some 
of the 
morale  







actions -,ken  
























































 I). Anderson 
Daily
 staff writer 
While 
SJSU 





beaches  of 




 final exams, 
the Spartan 
baseball
 team will be 
practicing  and 
waiting
 fora 
letter in the mail. 
The  eight NCAA regions will he 
handing 
out invitations Monday, 
and 
the Spartans
 are hoping to he among 
the recipients. 
The national
 regionals start May 

















season  with 
a 
40-19 








This year represents 
the 
hest 
chance the Spartans. Yk ho base never 
been to the playoffs. mate
 ever had 
of 
competing in the 
N( 
The criteria for mak nig it into the 
playoffs are number 
it
 ms and 
final 
placing  in the conference. 




 Jr. of 
Sec \ 























on rats in space 
as
 part of a joint mis-
sion 
involving the United
 States and 
the 
Soviet  Union. 
Professor
 Daniel Holley will he 
one of many 
researchers  studying the 
effects of space travel on mammals 
as part of the 1989 Cosmos mission 























conjunction with the 
United  States. 
Holley's  experiment will concen-
trate 
on




pineal  glands, located in the 
brain. 
"I'm definitely







are flown in 
space,
 that to have an 
opportunity to he a part of it 








launch in late July and 
will  be 

























IllelltS on board. 
The biosatellite launched this 
summer will he in orbit for 14 days 
and will include more
 than 25 col-
laborative 
experiments by American 
and 
Soviet inv estigators.  
There 
will
 also be 
individual  ex-
periments from other 
researchers 
from the 






























 Center  at 
Moffett 
Field. 
The experiments will include 
studies
 on the hone, muscle and or-
gans of 10 rats on board the flight. 




The pineal gland. Holley's
 area of 
expertise. is an organ 
located in the 
brains of most 
mammals.  It plays an 
important role in 
the biological 
clock.  particulary by telling mam-
mals when to begin breeding. 
Holley  




















































































































 in West 
Hall. "We 
have no 
water,  no toilet,
 
and  we 
didn't
 find 




Why  don't 
they
 wait 
until summer when everyone 
is 
gone? This 










 said the 
accident  
occurred  when 
a " hog -
hoe" 
used
 for boring 
tunnels 
under  city 













repair a telephone line 
at 
.Joe
 West Hall 
Shelley









































Following Monday's arrests. "a-
bout




cars and a 
bus  owned  by the 
Asso-
ciated Students
 of Stanford Univer-
sity 
blocked  the 
path
 of a 
Santa Clara 
County Sheriff's bus carrying ar-
rested students,  
according  to SJSU 
freshman Anabel Ibanez. 
Ibanez,  
a member of Movimeoto 
Estudantil Chicano de Aztlan 
MEChAL had attended the gather-
ing with four other SJSU 
students.
 
The San  Jose 
Mercury News re-
ported that 










of I I demands on President Ikmald 
Kennedy's door Thursday hick in-
cluded 




American history, a mitt% e American 































































 circling the building 
housing the president's office. 
Ibanez said at least two SJSU stu-
dents attended
 the rally . 






 she said. 
Delarosa said Kennedy had
 agreed 
Tuesday to grant the protesting stu-
dents a meeting concerning the de-
mands  
and whether or not the presi-
dent 
would respond 








Stanford  freshman Alma 
Medina  














































discourse is only course 
S. Wojciech Sokolowski is a Graduate student 
majoring in 
Sociology. 
"Paranoia can be frightcning...whcn three or 
more share the delusion, it can become an ideolo-
gy, protected by the free speech amendments of 
our constitution." Philip G. Zimbardo 
I did not listen 
to William Herrel's 
presentation  
on KSIS not because 
I am indifferent to 
public  dis-
course, but 
because I did not 
think  Herrel had 
any-
thing 
interesting to say. After all, 
I was raised in a 
country where 
people  not only listened to 
Aryan 
supremacists' speeches, but 
also  witness their 
actions. Auschwitz, Dachau and 
Treblinka  arc not 
just foreign sounding names
 on the map. It is not 
Herrel's neo-nazi views, but the attention 
they 




 Daily, on the freedom of speech, that
 
prompted my response. 
Freedom of speech is the "Enlightment's 
response" to the imprisonment and banishment of 
free
 
thinkers by tyrannical rulers of the 18th centu-
ry 
Europe.  After several centuries of inquisition 
and witch -burning, it  was certainly not the brutali-




 of modern 
society that sparked the dissent. The medieval state 
was part of the hierarchy of God's creations, gov-
erned by tenets of faith over which the Church had 
the final authority (God given, of coursc). 
Rejecting that authority was rejecting the foun-







 modern social order
 
makes both 
nature and human society subject of rational 
inquiry. Since no person has the 
monopoly
 for the 
truth in such inquiry, public discourse is the pro-
cess that is essential for making decisions
 that 
shape the state and society. Authoritarianism, by 
limiting 
public
 discourse, is thus 
dysfunctional  for 
the
 society. Freedom of speech
 protects the social 
order based on collective decision


























































device"  it 











































































































 to shout 
one-
liners, 
insult  the imaginary 
or real enemies, or 
even divert public attention from 
issues 
that really 
matter. The recent 
turmoil
 over the abortion rights
 
is a perfect 
example




documentaries  and 
talk -shows, but 





watched  or lis-

































 in all sorts of 
activities














 that they 
have
 
nothing  to 
talk
 about. 
In one of Ray Bradbury's 
futuristic novels, the 
fire 
department  was transformed, after the invasion 
of fire -proof houses, into the 
book
 burning squad 
(a sort of Orwellian thought police). Similarly, 
when public discourse has almost
 entirely disap-
peared from the American social life, freedom
 of 
speech
 became a legal tool in the hand of the ene-
mies of freedom to open the media to right-wing 
freaks and hate groups. 
Since the 
Left
 virtually does not exist in the 
U.S. (the label "left-wing liberal" is 
yet 
another 
example of political ignorance in America, for thus 
labeled are well in the center of the 
political  spec-
trum by most international standards), this trend 
creates yet another obstacle 
for public discourse 
and participatory democracy. It not only stirs emo-
tions making a dialog impossible but, what is even 
more destructive,
 diverts the attention of the 
public 
opinion from real issues 
that continuously under-
mine our 
society,  such as lack of economic oppor-
tunity, the worst health
 
care and social services 
among developed countries, racism, or corruption 
in the government. 
During the last several 
years
 we
 have witnessed 
major 
assaults  on 
civil  





 Left during the 
McCarthy era, to Watergate, and to 
the
 "shadow 






 crusades. In this 
context,
 debating the 
rights of an 
individual  to 
express






 house is on fire. 
Forum
 




I would like to voice some concerns about the man-
ner in which many Americans choose to inform them-
selves. 
The USA Today is at the forefront of a trend in the 
media today which my generation and even more tradi-
uonal 





The trend centers on 
news
 organizations
 catering to 
society's wants
 of a quick jolt of news which invariably 
provides
 inadequate
 iniormation concerning 
important
 
happenings  in the world. 
Television, pitifully so, has become the preferred 
source 
of
 news. The reason being that much less effort 
is 
required to watch the news than to comprehend it 
wholistically. 
As our society 
increasingly  becomes one of con-
venience,  so do the media. The USA Today, and  other
 
members of the media
 that parallel its style, 
undoubtedly  focused on this exact premise when 
designing their 
production policies. 
With its short, entertaining stories 
and  dramatic, eye-
catching graphics, The USA
 Today is the direct result of 
what television 
provides.  To call such media members 







 coverage of the 
world  while main-
taining 
their  basic style 
ethics.
 
At some point in this 
century people discarded the 
idea that the media, particluarly 
news  organizations, 
should provide 
information
 in an educational format. 
Instead, we receive
 a constant bombardment of enter-




be the concerted effort of those
 in power of 
news organizations to re -instill those 
values character-
ized by lone narrative stories. 
Otherwise, our
 society will over time grow to 
become illiterate, 
uninformed,





 the newly elected editor of the 
Daily,  I 
would  like to encourage you 
to
 consider this immense 
influx of fluff news
 and to try to at least
 moderate it in 
your own paper. 
I will refrain from 
participating in the ever
 popular 
practice of 
Daily bashing, however, I 
would like to see 
more















The Campus Profile on "ex -con" Gary Voss was very 
interesting. He states that he now has "new insight on 
the judicial
 system," but that he is "not bitter." Who 
does he think he is kidding? If his story is accurate, 
which I'm inclined to to think it is, then he was rail-
roaded into admiaing guilt to a crime 
he
 did not com-
mit. Any normal person
 would be extremely bitter 
toward
 
the system for 
receiving 
such  treatment,
 but he 
says he is not. Is it that
 
he
 was once bitter but isn't any-
more, or has he
 never
 been
 bluer? I hope it is the former 
and 




me such an authority on bitterness 
toward the 
system?  As fate 
would have it, I 
too  have 
been in prison and, quite 
coincidentally,  during roughly 
the same time 
period
 that Voss was "down." 
I don't 
know him, but
 I know what prison




experience  can do to a 
person. 
My crime was




 conviction must be thought
 of, but I 
pulled a trigger (my blood 
alcohol  level was 0.28 at the 
time, but that is no 
excuse).  So I have less right to be 
bitter at the system than Voss
 has,
 
yet I am. 
Regardless of this, we both 
must  get on with our 
lives. I had been in the 
MarineCorpsfor
 12 years before 
the shooting 





 right direction to go upon parole, 
as it had been for Voss. I hope we can both deal with the 
experience in a positive manner and go on from there. 
Actually,
 there 
seems to be no
 other
 alternative. 







This letter is in 
response  to Wanda Folk's comic strip 
which appeared on May 12. What Wanda drew in her 
comic was a man 
shooting a comedian for telling a 
Polish joke. It takes no genius to figure out what Wanda 
was trying to tell people is that she is ignoring Sam 
Lui's letter of concern for the racist comic she originally 
drew on May 
2. Furthermore, Wanda's message in 
Friday's comic was complaining
 that Lui should have 
shown his 
acknowledgement  of 
her
 racist comic 
that
 
she shouldn't be held responsible for. 
After seeing Friday's comic, I was so appalled at 
Wanda  for struggling to act so unprofessionally. I can 
understand if Wanda can't sec Lui's pointbut at least 
try to understand and analyze his explanation. Instead 
of admitting her wrong doing, Wanda even dares to 
attempt
 to defend herself so publicly even when she is 
obviously at fault. Wanda still has a 
long
 way to go in 
learning what she can and 
cannot  do so that 
she
 won't 
make a fool out of herself like Friday's comic. 
I still don't know 
whether  I should be angry at 
Wanda or feel sorry for her. But
 1 wish her the best of 
luck 
in
 trying to act at least decent,













I am tired 
of
 the word 
"white"  being 





 are not 
all "brownies."
 



















 becomes a 
required class,
 then its 
name 





 "yellows" are 
analyzed. If 
Ethnic
 Studies truly 
studied
 ethnic groups,
 then students 
would have 
to learn about 
the Irish, West
 Indians, 
Persians, and Cubans. 
From




too much. If 
elitists  would 
like





then  that is 




 pay the 










 So have 
many  
high school graduates. 
Elementary and secondary
 schools should be 
orga-
nized in 
a way so 
that 
the students 
know  more than 
enough  about math, science, 
English, and history to sur-
vive and 
succeed  and appreciate





Missed the clue 
Editor, 
We have a great 
respect  for any newspaper such as 
the Spartan 
Daily  that can publish daily editions, for it 
takes a great deal 
of work, organization, and profession-
alism. 
However,  I am shocked, surprised,
 and insulted 
by
 Wanda Folk's May 2nd strip and Jim 
Brickcr's 
response that attempted to rebuke 
Sam Liu's criticism of 
the cartoon. 
The  cartoon depicted a 
little
 blond boy 
imitating a 
martial arts expert 
yelling,  "Chop Sucy, 
Chow 
Mein,  Soy Sauce, and 
Mitsubishi!"  
Mr. Bricker's analysis of Sam 
Liu's letter actually 
missed the  "clue(s)", for he failed 
to realize that the 
"stab...at American culture" 
was at the expense of Asian 
Americans. 
Historically, Asian 
Americans  have been subjected to 
subtle racial stereotypes
 such as those implied in the 
comic strip. We're sure that 
Wanda  and Jim are not 
racists, but the comic strip and the 'cuff, respectively, 
perpetuate the stereotype of Asian 
Americans  as Kung 
Fu experts, Mitsubishi makers, 
and connoisseurs of 
chow
 mein, chop sucy(not genuinely Asian), 
and  soy 
sauce. 
These stereotypes deny the history of the Asian 
Americans, who practically established the foundation 
of California's 
agricultural industry, a foundation that 
makes our state the richest "country" in the world. A 
partial list of areas in which Asian Americans have 
made significant  contributions include the fishing 
industry, lumber industry, wool industry, canneries, rail-




not  a 
letter  of ovcrsensitivity, 
but a letter that 
deals with the lack of sensitivity. Regardless of her 
intent, Wanda Folk has perpetuated the stereotypes of 
Asian Americans, which displays a lack 
of journalistic 
professionalism.  This comic strip demands an apology; 
we have 







Co -Chair, Asian Pacific Student Union 












Missing the man 
Editor,
 
As a student and friend of SJSU political 
science  
professor John Adams Wettergreen, I was shocked and 
deflated to learn of his death
 last weekend. 
Wettergreen 
was probably the most courageous guy I 
have ever met, and his life 
was an eloquent statement of 
his 
love




was  also, perhaps uncoincidentally, the 
consummate  university professor. 
Moreover,  he was 
deeply
 concerned for his students as we allowed
 him to 
be. That we in return
 respected him, and included him 
in our informal 
plans, was inevitable. 
Unlike many professors who 
seek only to indoctri-
nate students with 




 to discuss course 
materials
 on the basis of 
their  intrinsic merits. While he refused to tolerate igno-
rance, he was 
equally
 suspicious of passive agreement;
 
he was satisfied only when students 
demonstrated  their 
ability 




 own terms. 
Wettergreen  was the personification of the 
phrase  
"accessible to students




 taught was manifested by his 
willing-
ness to discuss them in 
all  contexts. When time con-
straints forced him to 
adjourn
 his evening classes, he 




the "John A. Wettergreen 
Supper Club" -to a local 
restaurant  to resume the lively 
discussion. Furthermore,
 he sought new and creative 
ways of making his subject both enjoyable 
and relevant 
to his students,
 often via extracurricular informal cele-
brations-  discussing Winston Churchhill over cigars and 
brandy or the Constitutional 
Convention
 over beer and 
pizza. I only too
 rarely took 
advantage  of 
the
 open invi-
tations he extended. 
As club 
adviser
 for the College 
Republicans  
and the 
Spartan Review, he consistently offered sage advice 
without being intrusive, insisting that
 we make our deci-
sions 
and act on them. He helped us to remain focused 
in the midst of whatever outside 
adversity
 befell us, as 
well
 as to resolve our individual differences. 
Ideologically, Wettergreen
 was somewhat the Lone 
Ranger of the political science department in that he 
was both unabashedly conservative and 
unflinchedly 
outspoken in defense 
of
 his convictions. Outside of 
class, he was a skillful debater whose methods ranged 
from the 
Socratic to what he termed "Aristophanic" 
(in  
honor of the Greek satirist 
Aristophanes). No university 
faculty is  complete without a 
renegade of Wettergreen's 
caliber. And though I often happened to be sympathetic 
to the viewpoints he 
expressed,  I 
suspect
 I would have 
admired him just as much had I been diametrically
 
opposed to them. 
When he spent the first 
eight
 months of 1988 on sab-
batical leave in Washington, D.C., Wettergreen was 
sorely missed by those 
of us who
 knew
 him on a first -
name basis. At least back then 
we
 had the consolation 
of anticipating his return. Now, we shall miss him for-
ever. Because he shared so much of his life with us, he 
takes  with him a very big part of our lives. But the 
knowledge and values he instilled in us, together with 
the inspiration of his example, are a priceless
 gift for 











Former president, SJSU College Republicans 
Missed the point 
Editor, 
An
 open note to Carmelita L. Gutierrez and the 
enraged Asian/Pacific
 Islander community. 
Yes. I am 


















those  she 
is 
representing










 to be 
used
 when 













































with  all of 

























 is not 
William 
Heffel. If you  and 
all  of 
those 
whom  you 
represent









I don't justify 
racism:
 I justify the
 






 and concerns about
 the belit-
tling of 
your  race 
and
 others.




































 International, SJSU 
Kudos  to Daily, Access 
Editor,
 
Thanks are due to Spartan Daily and Access maga-
zine staffers who generously donated their time to help 
the Student Affiliation for Environmental Respect 
expand its recycling effort on campus. 
Spartan Daily Photography 
Editor Dave Erickson 
and Assistant Photography Editor Doug Duran helped 
put together an information 
flier, while Jackie Williams, 
assistant art director of Access, guided a S.A.F.E.R. 
member through the intricacies of desktop publishing. 
SAFER. began
 recycling computer paper this 
semester. It expects shortly 
to
 begin recycling some of 
the more than 65 tons of plain white paper which annu-
ally 
inundates the university. 
SAFER. 
appreciates  the assistance of fellow stu-
dents and welcomes  others
 to join in the effc-t to pre-





Treasurer of S.A.F.E.R. 
Choosing 
partners  based on sex 
Editor,
 
I found two stories in Monday's Daily quite interest-
ing ("The
 raging battle for the sexes"). However, I 
thought the writers could have contacted a wider range 
of sources for their insights. 
One story 
quoted a male student, probably the type of 
being whose knuckles scrape the ground 
when
 he 
walks, who said that in an 
ideal  relationship, the woman 
must be physically attractive and the "sex must be 
good." This great thinker of the 19th century went 
on to 
elaborate that "If the
 
sex life 
isn't good, then forget it. I 
would not get seriously involved...It's just like good 








 but I would hate for any woman 
reading  
that character's opinions to believe that 
all  men think_ 
that way.Therc is more to a 
relationship
 than how either 
of the partners appear physically 
or
 how well they per-
form in bed. And 
shouldn't any relationship start 
out  
and evolve as a "great friendship?"
 You can call me old 
fashioned, but I 
believe  a man and a woman should 
be 
"seriously
 involved" before they 
reach
 
the point of sex-
ual 
intimacy.  Choosing one's potential boyfriend 
or girl-
friend on looks 
alone  is shallow and archaic.
 Like the 
old saying 
goes,  "What good is a 
beautiful
 stairway if 
there





 one female student
 said 
she 
prefers men who 
are"financially  
independent."  
What does that 
mean?  That does





 hope it's a 
myth)hat most 
women  
look at the 
bulk of a man's 
wallet or the kind
 of car he 
drives to
 judge a potential
 significant 
other. 
Come  on. These 
are the 1980s. 
We
 should look 
for 
Mr. or Ms. 
Right  







 things are 
selected
 on the basis

















Comedy, not racism 
Editor, 
Carmelita
 Gutierrez of 
M.E.Ch.A.
 tries to 
make  sev-
eral points in her 
letter which blasts 
both  Jim Bricker 
and Wanda 
Folk.  It is 
unfortunate
 that 
the  reputation 
of 





that letter. She lets her own 
quasi
-racist  feelings filter 
into a letter designed
 to question 
allegedly
 

























oppression  of Native 
Americans,  Latinos, 
African 
Americans,  and so on. 
Now, I was under the 
impression









Hispanic  Americans. The key 
word
 in 
all  is 
"Americans."
 You, me, Wanda
 Folk, Jim 
Bricker,  





 We are all part of 




 (or others) 








I think of 
all persons (no 
matter what 
color)  in a 
rational way. It is unfortunate
 
that  Ms. Gutierrez
 is 
unable to do so. She 
would rather believe
 that American 
society
 is out to get 
herbased
 on the alleged "bad 
deeds" of two members of her very 
own 
society. 




unable  to 
look beyond her own 
perspective
 and





 a whole. If she 
were  to 
do
 so, 
she  would 
find 
that 
Wanda  Folk is not
 a racist. Jim 
Bricker is not a 
racist. I'm not











































































































Ben  Nighthorse 
Camp-





speaker, is the only 
American  Indian member
 of Con-
gress.  
Campbell graduated from SJSU in 
1958 
with a bachelor of arts 
degree 
in physical education. He is a sec-



























 the alumni 
speake-
nine  to two years ahead
 of the corn-





sends  letters to 
department  
chairpersons and 







"That is how she generates
 























 alumni of SJSU 
and being 
prominent are 
the only things the
 
speakers have in common.
 









 are interesting be-
cause they are 
unique,  he 
said.  









diverse  alumni speak-
ers were Luis Valdez
 (1988), writer 
and
 director of "La Rumba." Roy 




 trustee, Peter 
t leberroth 
(1986),
 former commissioner of 
Major 
League  Baseball, and 
Donald  
Beall (1984), 
president  and 
chief  op-








 at Spartan Stadium, 
Sat-

















 finally in for the 
May 5 Engineering
 Excellence Day. 




 seniors got 
recognition 
for their labor now that 
judges have 
finished  evaluating stu-
dent 
creations.  






 to a revolutionary
 wheel-
chair for








 for industry to 
come 
in and judge 















 IBM and 






 the projects. 
Joining
 the industry
 leaders were 
SJSU professors. 
Five criteria were 
used
 in judging 
the student projects: methodology,
 
value,
 communication skills, project
 
competition and 
overall  impression. 
Students 
gave 15 -minute presenta-
tions and 
allocated  five minutes at 
the end of the demonstration for 
questions.
 
"This is the 
third year we've 
had 
this event." said 






showed  some great projects." 
Judged in groups of four, the 
pro-
jects were reviewed during 
10 ses-
sions held during the 
day, with two 
judges (one professor and one indus-
try judge) per room. 
Here's a break down of the 
judging categories: 
 Methodology:
 How well did 
the 
student approach the problem? Did 











 does it 
have 






to get the 
students
 to express their 
works in a brief and 
straightforward  
manner,"  said Pizzo. 
 Project Competition: 
To 
what 




Impression:  How 
does 



















took three first 
place certificates 
each. 
Thursday. in a feature story
 on 
an SJSU student convicted of 
manslaughter in 1981, 
the Daily 
failed to 
mention that the victim's 
name.




 L. Tavasci was 
misquoted  














camps can never be forgiven." 
 
In a Daily article 
Tuesday.  the 
name of a department on campus 
was misindentified. Linda Levine 
is an instructor in the department 
of recreation and leisure studies 
 
The Daily stated
 in an article on 
the 





Oreschak  was ill 
with
 strep throat. 
The 
statement was 
based  on infor-
























 student in the Public
 
cap  
in the Spartan Bookstore.
 Bookstore em -
Administration















halls  to receive new carpeting 
By Elizabeth James
 
Daily staff writer 
When 
students leave for the suni 
tiler, the 
university
 plans to make 
changes
 in several of the residence 
halls. 
New carpets




















 renovations may be 
made to Washburn Hall. 
Washburn will also he made more 





 in the res-
troom and in 
the showers. 
"They 
'11 he nicer looking," said 
Jean-Gui 
Lemieux.  Housing 
Facili-
ties manager. "They will also be 
more accessible because the doors 
will be lighter and easier to oper-
ate.'' 
Washburn 
was  chosen for the im-
provements because it already has a 




 disabled residents. 
'I think 
its
 great.** said Louis 
Duarte.  
president





























 p.m.. S.U. 
Althaden





























Zeta  Phi Beta and 
Omega  Psi 
Phi: Social.
 8 p.m., S.U. Music Lis-
tening Room.





Academic Senate: All -university 
address, 12:30 p.m., Engineering 
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I Am., Adler 






Matthew 0 Anderson. Joel Beers. Phillip 
Best Mary R Callahan. Andrew 
H Chan 
rung. 
Fiend  M Dunwan I isa Flmore 
Shelby Grad. 
Floabeth
 James. Dons 




Musil, Andy Nystrinn. Daniel Vasque, 
Photographers 
Mike Daffemer Lisa Isaacs Alyssa Jen 
sen. f)avid Protons. Shelley Scolt 
Account Esecuthies 
Hannah Brooks James Cabral Hilda 
Cardenas 
Nancy lkinegan. I isa Fmenan 
Scot/ Daniel Elie Goldstein. 
Chnstina  




 Scott Ruth Susan Salminen Jrn 
nifer 
Smith. Devra Stearley.  Robert San. 
owl. Amy The John Wilcox 
Art Department 
Nicole Chan Miguel Corte, 
Doug  Duni 
Sabrina Coes Rick Haddad Craig Win 






Account  Executives  






Special Projects Group 
John Angilen Aimee
 Beaudon Gayle I II 
be, It Bren 
Welch  
'Last Chance' Job Fair.
 II a.m.. 
S.U. Ballroom. 
Calmeca
 Project: Election Meet-




 information call 924-
8459. 
FRIDAY 
SEM. Folk Dancers: 
Intel  - 
timid Folk Dance
 Class. 8 p.m.. 
Spartan Complex Room 89. For 
more information call













































Students  Association. "I  think that 
it's going to be useful for any dis-
abled student who 
wants to IiNe in 
the dorms.' 
Royce Hall 








according  to Le-
mieux. 
"We'd also like to buy new furni-
ture










000 per hall though. We're waiting 
for approval from 
the (California 
State 




















renovations  are a good idea. 
"It's about time." 
said  Evan Mc-
Williams.








istration of justice. 
"They definitely need it," 
said
 
Grey ('hristopherson. a freshman
 
resident of Allen Hall who is major-
ing in 














move in to 
the structures.
 





been  in 
























mu:ie,  on -air, vowing.  







































 of local professional
 
athletes 
will gather downtown 
in the 
Pavilion this Friday to help cele-
brate the grand
 opening of Fila, a 
shop featuring
 the "Rolls 
Royce  of 
sportswear"
 for athletes concerned
 
in maintaining 










 Ronnie Lou, Jerry Rice 
and Jeff 
Fuller  arc among the fea-
tured celebrities
 planning to attend 
the champagne and hors d' oeuvres 
reception,
 along with 
World  
Champion  Volleyball player Randy 
Stoklos.
 The athletes will meet fans 
and sign 
autographs  at the Fila shop 
beginning at 6 on Friday evening. 
Fila will also sponser one of the 
biggest volleyball extravaganzas 
San Jose has 
ever hosted. The Fila 
Pro Beach Volleyball 
Tournament  
will be held on May 25th at 

































 such as more 
than 
S100,0(X) for the first 
place winner, 
and S75,000  for 
second, is bait 
that
 
even the best 
players can't ignore.
 







































prestige  to the
 sponsor, 
help-
ing  to attract 




 also has personal
 









 efforts to 
make  
the downtown








 new excitement and 
help 
make
 it a 
successful  project for 
the 
mayor. 
"Everyone laughed at 
me
 and told 
me that I was 
crazy  to open Fila in 
San Jose's 
downtown,"  Giuseppe 
added. "They didn't believe that 
rebuilding
 the downtown would 
change the negitive
 image it previ-
ously held for 
the average person." 
Downtown's
 "growing 
up"  has 
attracted the interest of 
San Jose and 
has 
provided the shops in the 
Pavilion with swarms of 
visitors, 
according to Giuseppe.
 Fib's daily 
sales totals consistently get larger as 
the shop builds a clientele based on 
repeat business, he 
said. 
"Now I'm the one who 
laughs,"  
Giuseppe
 said. "All the way to the 
bank." 
Fila, 
the  innovators in 
sportswear  
design  for more 
than
 a century, 
attracts a 




 latest in 
'Everyone laughed 
at me and 
told
 me I 
was 
crazy  to open 
Fila. Now 
I'm the 
one who laughs  
all the way
 to the 
bank.'
 





















 on the merchan-
dise," he said. "I still 
remember  my 
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 straight to the 
pros
 





and  Magic. 
there's a 
Kenny Dmmmond and 
Russell 
Picric.  teammates 
at North 
Carolina  State.





















Smith.  'All, 
saIll 141 the 
NBA. "Hew 




ris  the 
pros.
 
The deadline for 
undergraduates 
to tile 
tin the June 
27 draft via,
 mid-
night Saturday . and 
at
 least  
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ness.  what is he 
doing  ' But 
unless
 
you know the 
situation,  
it's
 hard to 
judge." 
Thorn  brings a thorough
 perspee-
tise to the tssue. Ila% mg been a 
play 
It
 genehd 111.1114gCt .11111 
Its
 1.11I.X. I think
 It's hest kW 
to stay 




lie saki " The cspeti-
enee and maim its 
that  4,in  pro% lilt. is 
so 
important
 When a kid is 17 or 
he's gross ing and changing To 
he rushed 
into
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In the days when Malone and 
Wil-
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all profits from 
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ern be donated
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 tor the dratt. 
NBA superscout
 Marty Blake has
 
strong 
iminions on players 
declaring 





ith  airs body 
coming 





































































said.  'We're 
thinking  of de 
claming.' 
Blake  said. 
The scout 
thought tor
 a moment 
ahi 
nit tlie 



















By Doris Kramer 





male  gymnasts 
gather in the 
Spartan Gym this 
weekend
 to 
battle against the 
best competi-
tion in the 
country,  including 
an 
Olympic 
competitor  and mem-














region elevating the 
athletes  to 
national -level competition in 
the 
NCAA Gymnastics  
Championships. 
As the West Coast is home to 
the majority of the 
nation's best 
gymnasts, more than 
half
 of the 
select 18 gymnasts making
 up 
the U.S. National Gymnastics 
Team  attend universities in 
Pacific Coast League
 Conference 
such as Stanford and 
Cal 
Berkeley. These  
elite  competitors 
should 
provide  the high levels of 







 a U.S 
Olympic
 Team gymnast in 1988, 
will compete in the 
meet.  























































































































has three years ahead 
of 
him,"  






















will be held Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. in 
the





































































































If you've been 
waiting

























 tool for 






























your time and your life.
 











 Plus, the 
Macintosh 
SE with 2 
drives,  







 hard disk. 
There are lots 
of 
ways  to buy a 
Macintosh,








So, stop by 
and we'll give
 you the 


























































































be in the name of the 




































































































has  been 


























bases  for 
us."  Coan 
also 
had the goal 
of "40 plus" 
stolen 
bases and 
feels  he would 
have made 
it if he 
didn't  fall into 
a slump. 
"There
 was a time
 when I was
 
not getting on 
base," he said.
 "That's 
about 15 stolen bases 
right there." 
While its
 true Coan went 
into a 
slump that dropped 
his  average 
more than 50 
points, the 5-10, 160 
pound senior, 
has improved his 
stolen 
bases  (from 20 to 31)
 and has 





 has dropped, 
the competitiveness that 
Coan pos-
sesses has kept the other parts of his 
game going strong. 
"Andy's a great competitor and 
he has done a lot of good things," 
Piraro said.


















from  growing up 
with his twin 
brother
 Kelly, who plays
 infield for 
SJSU. 
The 
two  grew up 
playing  sports 
together 
at





















said. "I'll just 
say he is so he 
doesn't get




"Andy  is faster 
from the 
leftside of 
the plate, but in 
a dead 
race Kelly probably
 has an edge." 
Kelly: "I'll go 
with what coach 
says --he's right." 
Andy's success
 as a baseball
 
player takes
 a backscat 
to his love 
for 
football.
 He was 
an








 it," he said.
 "It will 
always 
rank
 up there as 
my No. 1 
love in sports." 
While 
football  coaches 
may  won-
der what Coan  











to find out. 
Spartans Baseball Stats 
aye 





 Andy Coan lays down a hunt in a 
recent  baseball 
game.
 Coan led the Spartans 
this year in stolen bases
 st ith 31. 
Big 














Avg. RBI SB HR 
Kevin Tannahill 
Catcher 




State  16-4 41-17 
8 
Greg 
Mitchell  Third Base .306 19 6 0 










 .297 31 
10 5 
UNLV 11-10  37-17  22 
John 





Mike Gonzales 2nd Base 
.254 37 19 
4 








*Rea, Tellers and Booker 
were named to the 2nd team all Big West 
U of 




W -L ERA K IP 
UPCOMING 
GAMES: 
Donnie Rea LH starter 10-4 
2.39 76 113 
May 17th 
(Tues): Fresno State v. U of Pacific 
#Should Fresno State win, they will be conference champions by 
Chris 
Martin RH starter 8-2 3.02 
71
 108 




 3.60 113 13 














































































circle  since 
his days 
as a 
Spartan  began. 
Verniest
 was a 
pitcher  in high 
school 
who tried out
 as a walk-on
 
catcher when











 survived long 










 Piraro was 
hired  as head 
coach,  
the team 
was coming off a 
disap-
pointing 
season  (21-33) 
and  was 
subject to a change in coaching right 
away. Verniest, 
co -captain of this 





 realized he had
 to adjust. 
"Piraro's  first
 
year was a 
feeling  
out year," Verniest 
said.  "We had a 
lot of people here 
from the Menges 
team.
 He (Piraro) wanted
 to clean 
out, if he had 
to, the people who 
weren't going to have a 
winning  atti-
tude  for him. 
"We had a 
pretty  good year 
that 
year (.86), 
but we lost our last eight
 
and dropped from second to sixth 
place.  It was disappointing. A big 
problem
 that developed on 
the team 
was that 
there was a lot of individu-
alism a lot
 of guys didn't play for 
the team. 
"The next year
 was, if there is 
such
 
a thing as 




"This year has been a great season. 
We 
brought in people like
 Mike 
Gonzales, Dave Tellers, those guys 
who have winning attitudes, the Eric 
Bookers 
and Mike Irvins. There was 
no individualism on this team. I 
don't see it dropping 





Since starting the opening day of 
his freshman year against Stanford. 
Verniest,
 who stands six feet with 
blonde hair, possessing a California
 
beach
 type look, feels he has come a 
long 
way.  
"It was rough 
catching  guys," he 
said. "I 
never had the shot at catch-
ing in high school. I was 
a fresh-
man,  I was a kid, and a lot of times I 
felt intimidated." 
Verniest had visions of being a 
college 
pitcher,
 but his 
high school 
coach 
told him "I didn't have the
 
stuff to be a college 
pitcher."
 
"I'd like to see if I could,"
 Verniest 
said, "but I 
haven't really gotten the 
shot." 
Vemiest's next 
stop is an airplane 
for the U.S. Navy. 
"It's always been 
two dreams of 
mine: 
to play major league baseball 
and fly in the military,"
 he said. "It 
looks  like my baseball dream is 
coming to an end and it's time to 








(AP) Heasy - 
weight champion Mike
 Ty,on 011.i 
face criminal 
charges  stemming 
from 
;iccusations  lie 
hit a parking 
:it-
tendant.











 unlikel the 
boxer  could 
he 
cons 














opinion.  there was just not 





s icnon beyond 
a 
ieasonable
 doubt...  
Hogan said.
  
'filet  e '.'.ere 
no 
wit-






Tyson.  denied I riday 
in a 
meeting sA Oh Hogan that he hit 
atten  
dant \Ili:fade! 
Des me in  a parking Iiii 
near "Hie Palace 













9 am to 6 pm Mon -Sat 





 to 8 pm Mon -Sat 
9 am to 5 pm Sundays 
 Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft. 
 Electronic Security 



































































Wendy Lyn Shefferly 
'One of a kind' 
with love,
 



































We're so PROUD! 
CONGRATULATIONS
 







































































What a great 
accomplishment!
 











































All  our 
love, 










 most of 








































































































our  Love, 





 to both 
of you on your graduation. 
Love, 
Mom & Dad 



































Wart  el -
CONGRATULATIONS  

























Maria  C. 
We 
finally 





















Dad  and Christine 

















































































Sweetlips - Now that 
you're 
finally
 graduating, maybe 
the 
dog 





Love, Pumpkin Butt 
********************
 







* AND A SALUTE, * 
WE 















'Papa, Mama, & Everyone 
Claudia & "Aunt 
Clawduwa"  
& Kappa Delta 
dedicated person... 



















Mom, Dad, Stew, 
Mike, Doug, Mili, Derf,
 Marcia, Char, 
Elise, 
Lee,  Matt, Leah, & 







































































































































































Mom & Dad 
/Wednesday.
 























































































4  . 






you  made it, 
youl 


















































































































 and Best Wishes 
Mom  and Dad 
Ccsiterea











the  Caves. 






















































































































Hooray!  Hooray! 
You're on your way. 
Congratulations 
Love, 















I know you'll 
be published.
 





















































































































You did it!! 
Have 














 light at the 
end 




























key  in your 
hands. 
Love












































































































We always knew you'd 
make it!! 








































took me 8 years, 
But I 
finally
 did it." 














































































Moly staff vow 
It's changed
 dramatically since 
the times we rode 
our Schwinn 
Stingrays around 
the  neighborhood, 
but bicycling is still the most popu-
lar outdoor
 activity in America. And 
with summer upon us, it's time to 
dust 
off the trusty 10 -speed and hit 
the trails. 
The South Bay has many 
trails 
for the recreational cyclist to choose 
from. 
But if the only available set of 
wheels is an old Stingray, it will be 
necessary to upgrade it or buy a new 
vehicle
 that will meet personal 
needs. 
There 
are  many reputable bike 
shops in San Jose that offer a variety 
of styles, sizes and colors at very 
competitive prices. Don't go into a 
shop expecting to buy the prettiest 
or most expensive bicycle. And 
don't
 allow yourself to be suckered 
into buying something unnecessary. 
If you plan to bike solely on city 
streets, then an off -road 
mountain 
bike is going to be too cumbersome. 
At the same time, if off -road is 
where
 
y i want to be, than a 
lightwcigi. racing bike will be too 
fragile (any too 
expensive). The 
trick is to not .ver-estimate yourself. 
If simple rs .lacement parts 
are 
all that 
is needed to get back on the 
asphalt, there
 are
 a few "pick your 
part" 
bicycle
 shops in the area. Used 
but sturdy parts can 
be purchased 
for a fraction of new parts' 
prices. 
One such place is 
Fcrbers on First 
Street 
next  to Interstate 280. 
The
 possible bicycle routes
 in the 
South  Bay are endless but itineraries 
should be 




borhood must be taken into 
account 
when planning an activity. 
Bicycling 
alone, 
especially  for the beginner 
or 
in unfamiliar 
territory, is not advis-
able. 






from 1-280 up to Palo Alto.
 This is a 
long, 





cult climbs and 
there is plenty of 
visibility for the cyclist. 
In contrast, Alpine Road in the 
Saratoga Gap is a 
challenging, steep 
climb. The route runs trom Hwy i) 
to Big Basin at the summit and rides 
along the ridge. This is a popular 
route with serious cyclists not only 
because 
of the 


























































Park  in 
























want  to 
venture  
into  the 
down-
town areas




















 It is also
 
a 
quick  and 
efficient 




































































party  at Krazy




















Aptos 682-3303  
I. 
2 for 1 
Lunch
 or Dinner 
















































































































































































































































beer  on  




My name  
Phone   
Address    
Bring 
this fonn

















families  are 



































































































































































































4? Mission San Jose and others in 
:the chain of missions built along or 
;near the California 
coast  during the 
;18th century arc great places to visit 





.local missions offer 
visitors an 
'interlude from the hectic pace of 
today's world. 
A trip to Mission
 San Jose on 
psd 
- Boulevard in 
Fremont  
; historical
 tour of the 
aid its artifacts. The mis-
sion celebrates Mission Days on the 
weekend nearest June II every year. 
Mission San Jose is open daily 
from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m.,  except New 
'Year's






The  peaceful 
setting  of Old 
Vs'fission San Juan Bautista
 is a 
:sidestep 
into
 the past, located three 
ofiles east of Highway 101 on 
'Highway 
156. The mission, named 
:for John the 




 with a handful of 
leather
-jacketed soldiers





Juan  Bautista boasts 
ti 
population  of 1,4(X) 
in the settle -
tent
 nestled
 in the foothills
 of the 
avilan  Mountains.












 the East Coast. 
On 
the  first 
Saturday
 of each 
nonth, 
"living  history" 
events are 

































DataPlan  Inc., a leader in 
Aviation Information 
Services
 has a 
unique opportunity for









You will process 
flight planning 
requests
 similar to an airline 
dispatch 
environment,  maintain 
direct 
contact
 with the customer 
through service 











 computer processing 





The  successful 
candidate
 will have a 
RS 







equipment  and 
PC based 
or 
smaller  systems 
is desirable. 
Ability 

















































Isaacs Daily stall photographer 
The 
Santa  Clara Nlission 



















 starts at 



































daylong event features a chicken 
barbecue and live music from 11 
a.m. to 
6 p.m. 
The Jeff Williams'  Arts and 
Crafts 
Show,  sponsored by the City 
of San Juan 
Bautista, will be dis-
played on 
the streets of San Juan 
July 15 and 16. 
The  Cabrillo Music 
Festival, 
featuring
 a chamber 
con-
cert 
at 4 p.m. and 
an orchestra con
-
cm at 7:30 p.m., will 
be
 held July 




 will host the 
26th 
Annual Flea 
Market  Aug. 26. 
The Old 
Mission  of San Juan 
Bautista is open daily 
March  1 
through Oct. 31 
from 9:30 a.m. until 
5 p.m. Nov. 1 
through Feb. 28 it 








 size it once was, is 
near  
the Holy Cross
 Church on Emmet 
and High 
streets  in Santa Cruz.
 The 
mission, 
rebuilt  in the early 
1900s 
after  it was destroyed by an 
earth-
quake  in 1868, still boasts all




mission  is open 
daily  9 a.m. 




 summer fun 
Park offers 
getaway






Daily staff wrIter 
Stretching 
over
 rolling, forested 
hills from the 
Haight to Ocean
 
Beach  in San 
Francisco




Cyprus  trees, mean-
dering  paths and lush  
green mead-
ows carve a rural





 beautiful scenery 
makes the 





there are also 
other features that 
stand out. 
Among 





 the Morrison 
Planetarium,
 the Museum of 
Natural
 History and the Steinhart 
Aquarium. 
For the 
more athletic -minded 
person 
there are many bike and 
jogging
 paths, baseball diamonds
 





miles, and is usually 
full  on the 
weekends. Most people
 tend to 
crowd into the 
academy  area, 
which contains the 
most interest-
ing 
and  educational 







 the academy at 
the 
north-east  end of the park, 
the  
planetarium  is Northern 
California's  largest "indoor 
uni-
verse."  
Through  its high-tech
 equip-
ment,  one can experience the 
real-
istic simulation 
of the night sky as 
observed from any place
 on earth. 
Also, there





 such as comets 
and
 shooting stars. 
In addition to the
 astronomy -
focused 
show, the planetarium's 
Lascrium 




 a five -watt 
argon laser that shoots blue beams 
across the planetarium's
 dome. 
This display is accompanied by 
the music of 
such groups as Styx.  
Journey and Pink Floyd.
 
Prices and 
showtimes  vary. For 
the latest show schedules and 
information 








The museum is probably one of 
the most 
interesting  features of the 
academy. A 
great deal of modem 
and ancient 
history is highlighted 
here.  




California Indians to an African 
Safari and dinosaur exhibit. 
The 
Indian  and Aborigine sec-
tion focuses on weapons for
 hunt-
ing and fishing, modes for travel-
ling and 
ways of dress. 
The 
African  Safari area must be 
seen. It includes realistic dioramas 
of 
animals in their natural habitats, 
including 
an incredible giraffe and 
zebra display. 
While  looking at 
the
 
models and scenery, one might get 




and experience the safari atmo-
sphere. 
Moving
 across the Academy, 






 at the entrance reads, 
"Inside we have a 
world-wide  col-
lection of fish and sea plants. To 
gain the maximum effect of 
the  




Actually, the sign  is not neces-
sary, as the exhibits speak for 
themselves. 
The  main displays are the pen-
guin, crocodile and 
dolphin tanks, 
where one 










The bleachers in front of the 
tank 
provide  room for enjoyable 
box -scat





are Monday through 
Friday  from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is $4 
for adults, 
$2
 and $1 for children, 
senior citizens.
 
Also included in the main area 
of
 the park is the M.H. de Young 
Memorial  Museum of Art, the 
Japanese Tea 
Gardens  and the 
Strybing Arboretum and Botanical
 
Gardens.  
Travelling west across the park, 
one can see several other 
land-
marks such as the Dutch and 
Murphy Windmills and the adja-













 Sutro Baths, 
locat-



































er the main parts 
of
 the park. For 
information












Daily Staff Writer 
As soon as 
those last term 
papers are 




 San Jose  students
 will 
make that 
hellish  exodus over 
Highway 17,
 to the mecca





The Santa Cruz Beach
 and 
Boardwalk is the 
last of the West 
Coast beach -side 
amusement cen-
ters, and 
2 million people 
flock 
there 
annually for 19 carnival 
rides  and cat heaps 
of
 junk food. 
People who tire of 
walking  
around the boardwalk
 can step off 
onto the beach, where 
a frisbee 
and a cooler, 
stocked  with a 
favorite beverage, 
can induce pure 
contentmenL 
Scabrite  Brewery is the latest 
local 
brewpub,
 said Co-owner 
and 




 since he was 
about 17 






 friend Keith Cranmer 
have been in 
business  less than 
a 
year, 
and  Meehan often 
makes 
changes in the recipes from 
week  
to week. 
"What  people really 







spontaneity is  
reflec-
tive
 in the potent
 amber brew 
served  at the 
pub.
 The sharp, 
grit-
ty after -taste 
stays  in the mouth
 
moments 
after each swallow. 
The 












The interior is a 
little yuppyish, 
but the
 atmosphere is laid 
back. 
SJSU students may 
find deep 
meaning
 in a statement 
overheard 
at the pub: 




For grub, us 
outsiders
 can stuff 
our faces at El 
Palomar,  reported 
in 
the the Santa Cruz 
publication 
Good Times 





aren't too bad, 
considering  the 





 restaurant's decor. 
Chef  Ron Ramo emphasized 
the fresh handmade corn tortillas 
"that 







 in San 
Jose 



































be the same 











a name like Educaid 
there's only one thing we can 
dospeciali:e in student
 
















;ill we do. That's 
why we're the hest. And that's 




special,  personal 
touch 
when you need it. 
Educald 
knows you can't 
wait for your 
money. You 
need it 




















you're continually enriilled in 
school.
 Educaid capitali:es the 
interest (adds 
it
 to the princi-






























Free in CA: (800)
 443-7667 
Outside 
CA:  (800),642-9955 
3301 
C Street, Suite 100-A 
Sacramento,








































The  early 
1970s 
were  an 









earned doctorate  degrees 
from 
the 
I imersity  of 

































I 97b a move
 to Turlock proved 
to be the 
mist

























dog,.  moo .tias. at their 
home


































y I98  


























 a humane society.
 Their own 




During  the first 
three
 months of 
the 
program, they found
 homes for 
167 burros and 
began buying horses 

















 said. The beautiful
 thor-
oughbreds
 that now 
roam the Wer-






v of his statement,  
son of a horse who was once rated 
the 
top thoroughbred in California 
and drew stud fees ranging from 
$20,(XX)  to 
S.50.(100.
 
George interrupted his admiration 
to give a concerned warning to 
his  
12 -year -old daughter Maline as she 
tore by bareback on a mare named 
Gypsy 






 that the 
horse loves
 
it . . . and she's right," replied 
Hope. 
Gypsy belonged to a girl in the 
Bay Area 
whir




































take  a 









































In 1976 a 




to be the twist 
of
 fate that 
found not 









The  dominant horse in the herd is 
Starlight
 Jet a descendant of a 
former Kentucky 
Derby winner. 
When George first purchased
 him at 




But after six months of doing nice 
things for the 
horse, 
he was as gentle
 
as a kitten.  George said. 
Aruither member of the herd is the 
cial 
difficulty  and vs as unable to pay 
the 
horse's boarding hill. So the 
horse 
was  put up for 





Gypsy was on her 
way  to the 
slaughterhouse.
 hut George stepped 
in and outbid
 the cannery buyer. 
After the Wemesses purchase a 
horse. it is as ailable for adoption at 
approximately  the same
 price they 
Back at the farm there is a 
wider 
variety of 
animals. A young hull and 
a cow










completed. Until then. all 12 
cats  
will continue 












lems live in their
 own rooms. 
This special










are  no cages or restrictive 
kennels on the property. Tv.o doien 
dogs run freely in large 
yards.  The 
five smallest dogs share the smallest 
yard, 
which  is not small at 35 square 
feet.  
Other  areas house a handful of 
burros waiting to be 
neutered.  seve-
ral horses
 and a lot of goats. 
Many of 
the animals are perma-
nent members of the
 Werness 
One dog named Shepsy 
was 
adopted hut didn't find his new 
home as suitable as the farm.  





 and a 
major  
freeway, back to the 
Wernesses'.  He 
won't  he leaving again because he 
is 
no longer available for
 adoption. 





George  and 
Hope 
are dedicated to their
 cause. 
They 
receive  some funding from 
private donors, hut they remain the 
primary financial contributors. The 
cost for running the shelter ill 1988 
was $22.0(X). 
Money. isn't the 
only.  contribution 































































































































animal  by 
the 
roadside  to 
check  if 
it
 is still
 alit v. 
She 
said
 they have 



























 you notice 
things




































































 a mingling of the 
cu-
rious and the
 committed. filled 
Tia-
nanmen Square, 
stopped traffic on a 
six
-lane avenue and 
nearly sur-
rounded the 
















Join the JC Penney 
team. Full 




















hundreds of troops and 
police.
 
Embarrassing China's Comniunist 
leaders,  the protesters
 have 
refused  










HALF DOZEN ROSES 
$6.89. 
44: 

























$7.00 PER HOUR 





 or above, and/or
 a private pilot 
with  excellent 
telephone 
communication  skills, we 
have





 was awarded a Direct User 
Access  
Terminal (DUAT) contract by 
the  FAA to provide general 
aviation 
pilots with an automatic 
flight  plan filing and 
weather briefing 
service via personal computer. 
As a DUAT 
Customer Service Representative,
 you will use 
your knowledge of aviation
 and weather to answer customer
 
queries,
 collect and provide 
information  and create a 
customer
 
profile  database via personal 
computer.  
Interested  applicants
 are asked to 
come
 talk with us 
and  
submit
 a resume at the
 Last Chance 
Job  Fair or send a 
resume to: 
LOCKHEED  
DATAPLAN,  INC. 
ATTN: HUMAN
 RESOURCES MANAGER 
90 ALBRIGHT
 WAY 










's tsit  





meeting  in the Great 
Hall 
between
 Gorbachev and 
China's Premier Li Peng

























































banner  can 
ted  hy 
of the 

























































































DATAPLAN,  INC. 































Specie  to the 
Deity 
One thing is 
certain  about the con-
tact lens industry: this 
competitive 




 is throwing 
lenses away once a week.
 
The idea behind the 
disposable  
lens is to correct vision comfortably 
without the risk of accumulating pro-
tein or calcium deposits, which can 
lead to blurry eyesight and bacterial 
infection. 
Most 
people have done really 
well with disposable lenses," said 






"While they only 
correct nearsighte-
ness, you don't have to worry as 






disposable lens became 
nationally 
available in June 
1988,  thanks to an 
innovation that allows the lens to be 
molded in a continuously soft, 
or 
wet 
state,  Leib said. 
Optometrist Stanley
 J. Yamine 
described the new 
production pro-
cess  in the 
August





variations  are reduced to 
far below








that soft state. 
"Consequently  the AcuVue 
lens 
is











 during the 
manufacturing  
process




 and it 
expands
 
from 30 percent 
to 70 percent, caus-
ing the 











lens is nearly identical from one lens 
to the next, a property called repeat-
ability.
 It is this repeatability that 
permits the 







 the price close to that
 of 

















 is a good value in terms
 of eye 
health
 and cost. 
"Many people are
 not fully aware 
of what they are
 currently paying in 
total 
cost











professional  fees," 
Walsh  states. 
Vistakon  field reports indicate that 
in 
California AcuVue lenses cost
 an 




ing professional fees) 
and that this 
price is comparable





 an optometric assis-
tant 
at
 Visionline in San Jose, 
agrees  
the AcuVue lens is 
worth  its $360 
annual 
price  tag. 




 of other contact 
lens
-use costs such as: lens 
replace-
ment 
fees that average 
$20 per lens, 
insurance 
policy  prices that hover 
at 
about $25 
per  year, and the 
$150  to 
$2(X) 
tab  for a one 
year  supply of 














 tries it on likes
 it," Everett 
said.
 





lenses  at first, 
they 





















The  lenses 
are made






























































participants   
or 
less

















and Lomb's version of the toss
-away  
lens. may cause the cost of disposa-
ble lenses to 
drop. 
Ellen 
Cutler,  a public relations 
representative 
for Bausch and Lomb, 
said the company's new 
disposable  





 industry is getting so 
competitive  you don't know what
 is 
going  to happen," Leib 
said.  
This 
rivaling  nature is reflected in 
the fact that patients at Leib's 
Capi-
tol
 Avenue °flee can he 
fit with 





 isn't used much. 
Today




 some of the 
oxy-
gen  goes through the 




shape) can be 











 most people opt for 
soft  
lenses because





 an article in 
the 












































water.  A type


















 to 30 days 
is possi-






contact  lens 
industry  
conducted














overnight  once a 
week  to 
give
 the eyes 
a rest. 
Other










and  a multi-
tude
 of lens 













Special to the Daily 
Innocent 
sreams of joy and 
laugh-
ter. heard 
inside  the 15 -foot 
fence  
surrounding
 the SJSU Child 
Devel-
opment Laboratory
 play area, echo 
through 
portions of the campus, at-
tracting
 the smilers 
of
 passers-by 
who wave at the 












 people are 





 4, asked. 
The 
students  at the 
center  are chil-
dren 
of students, 
faculty  and staff
 
members
 at SJSU. 




a matter of 
convenience
 for par-
ents as they 
go to classes.
 and as a 
social
 outlet for 
children. 
The 
purpose of the center
 is to 
provide the children with 
a social at-
mosphere. Gayle Mayekawa-Short, 
laboratory director said. 
"The center is geared








 is also there to provide
 
students 
majoring in child 
devel-
opment with on -hand experience 
and  
units for their 
major, Mayekawa-
Short said. 
Brewer. when asked what 
the  
name of her school 
was, said, "San 
Jose State,
 you know." 
Brewer 
said
 she attends school
 
be-




 student. Adam 
Wilken-
















 he has 
one  more 
day of school 
then
 he'll go to 
abetter 
one. 
Wilkenson  said 
he likes to 
play 
different
 games at 




 I like to sit." 
Like most of the boy
 s in his class. 
he wants
 to become a 
policeman,  be-






























vegetables  in 
the yogurt.
 I liked it." 
Wilkenson  may 

















preschool  is 
usually the 
place 
where  most 
people  learn 










 do they 




















 learn how 
to use a 
knife 
and cut," 
Katsuura  said. 
while 
gesturing  





his  favorite thing 
to 
do at school
 is to pla  
with his friend 
Will and 
building  blocks. 
Katsuura said 
what  he likes best 
about 
school is that, 
have  lots of 
friends. 
Dreaded














 is no yolk 
to
 the egg 
indus-
try, 











about  the 









though,  hen 
keepers  have 







































large  egg 
has 213 milligrams of dietary choles-
terol,








eggs  have about 
2311  
milligrams





 is due to better testing 
methods
 and different feed, husban-
dry and 
breeding practices,  
accord-
ing to Gary Beecher. chief
 of the 
USDA's Nutrition 
Information  Serv-
ice. The new figures 
will be included 
in updated 
versions  of the 
USDA's
 
handbook on the 
nutrient composi-
tion
 of  foods. 
The fat 
content of the 
eggs  was 
also slightly lower than previously 
reported, with an average of 5 grams 
total  fat per large 
egg.  




-calorie source of 
pro-
tein, Vitamin A, 
riboflavin.  Vitamin 
B- I 2. iron, /inc. 
phosphorus,  cal-
cium. potassium 
and other nutrients. 
The average large
 egg had 75 cal-
ories.
 
"I think what it means is that the 
egg is 
still  a very rich source of nu-
trients," said
 Beecher. "The egg 
has always 
been
 considered by the 
nutrition community to be an impor-
tant part of the diet, but cholesterol 
has given 
eggs a had rap. Now it 
doesn't
 
appear  that the 
cholesterol  
level
 is so high." 







adult each day consume no more 
than 300 milligrams of cholesterol, a 
substance
 found especially in animal 











levels,  which 
have been as-






























computers  are 
now 








faculty,  and 








-function  IBM 
PS/2 
Model  25, 
to the 
powerful 























































Style No,  
120  Burgundy, 121 Black. 
Fully leather lined, Cushion Insole 
Leather 
Outsole,  Combination 
leather heel 
Wright 
Shoes  For Men 
111 

















 Bausch and 
Lomb
 is to contact 
lenses what 
IBM is to 
computers  
the hig-










mend Bausch and 
Lomb prod-
ucts.




materials  that do a 
better job,"









often  high 
in 
acid 
value and the preservatives 
they
 
















Novander,  director of 





Rochester.  N.Y.. 
said: 
"In the (contact lens) solutions 
business we are number
 one in 
the world. We make a third of all 
products sold. 
"We have 
a good record. We 
wouldn't have that kind of 
record  
if our products were inferior." 
Optometric assistant
 Stacey 
Galazin, who assists San  Jose
 
eye physician and surgeon Dr. 
Joseph Decker, is a firm
 believer 
in 





"I haven't had any problems 
with them.
 We use (prescribe 
and recommend)
 
them a lot. 
Bausch and Lomb products 
make  
up about 80 percent of what we 
use;"
 Galazin said. 
Yet some optometrists, such 
as Jack Leib of the Silicon Val-
ley Optometry
 Center 
located  on 
Capitol Avenue in San Jose. 
have 
experienced  difficulties 
with 
Bausch and Lomb solu-
tions. 
"There is a substance used as 
a preservative. sorbic acid, 
which can









(than  Bausch & 
Lomb).'
 









 Bausch and Lomb lenses, 
he throws 
away





care kits rather than gi% e them 
to 
patients and 
risk  lens discolora-
tion. 




 a preset.% ative in about
 
half of Bausch 
and I.omb's solu-
tions, hut reports of 
discoloration  
were 
made  four or five 
years 








 a half an 














 sold in all price ranges 
to tit 




said sometimes  
large companies 
like Bausch and 
Lomb
 
generate  a "we
 love 
'em 














with  Bausch and 
Lomb lenses.
 Since the price of 
Bausch and Lomb 
lenses  can
 be 
lower than other brands,
 it is im-
portant to 
try to satisfy 
price -
shopping patients,
 he said. 
I.eib compared 
the contact 




"It is like choosing between 
driving a little
 Toyota and a nice 



















Thursday may be "dead." but 
that's no reason to sleep all day . 
Career Planning and 
Placement is 
sponsoring  
its first  "last
-chance job 
fair" from II a.m. to 2 p.m. in the 
Student Union Ballroom. 
"We're  targeting recent graduates 
and those 
who V. ill he graduating in 
May or August." said Margaret 
Wilkes, a career counselor. "It's 
open to everyone, though." 
'This is an opportunity for grad-
uates to have a first meeting and see 
if there's a common interest.'' 
"We have large companies like 
IBM and small -to -medium size corn-
pantes
 like a 
stock
 brokerage firm." 
Wilkes  
said.  














art  to 
zoology.
 ' ' 
The companies participating in the 
event
 are looking primarily for peo-










employers.  including 
Emporium Cap% 
ell. Bank of Amer-
ica 
and  the Santa Cruz 
School Dis-
trict. 















































































































 Carlos St. 













































boss learn early to act tough 
and 
keep their feelings to 
themselves.
 
 egression and violence


















anse in their 
relationship.
 
























 at Family 
Serv
 ice 
ANSI/CI:111On  In 
Sall Jose. 
The 





 support to 








 help the men rec-
ognize 
and accept their feelings. 
They also teach communication 
skills as alternatives to 
violence.
 




tims too is relatively new . said Inez 
Valles,  a therapist ;a Family Sett ice. 
Men's  support



































 going on 







we've always had 









































started  a v ear 
and  a 
half 
ago  
'We  realized 







men  who 







But in the 
long  run. 
she
 doesn't 
think  men will
 change 
their  ways if 
they  are locked 
up with 
others
 like themselves. 
There is no 













 there are some
 common 
denominators. 














 counsels his peers 
By katarma
 
Special to the Daily 
Mark Knipper 
brings special in-








used to be a batterer himself. 
Knipper. 
an SJSU senior majoring 
in art. regards 





 program as his 
hr utters
 
''They 're where I was a 
few years 
ago." he 
said. "If I 
can  change, 
an, bud! can." 
*Nine years







ground  and held 
her down be-
cause
 she w ;is 
seeing
 










that he had be-
come someone





















horrible  enough. Knipper 
managed  
to block the 
incident  out of 
his mind It 
wasn't  until he enrolled
 
iii Fiesno City 
College









a reflection of 
him as a 
person 
As college opened and challenged 
his 
mind,













feminist. who helped 
him to change
 
'Patty said I  was 
a racist. sexist 
pig. he said 
"And it was the first 
time I had heard the term 'sexist.' 








 and began 

















 with Patty 
ended. he understood the problem. 
hut didn't have a solution. 




men." he said  'I had women 
on a 
pedestal
 and I wanted 
































































Cruz  Alternatives 
to Violence. 
It was




















































































































 being close to sui-
cide to hong t vehement advocate 
for change; he said. 










native to 'ailence 
The  group
 DIM 





























counselorsi  can  relate
 
to the Men because they heen 
through the same thing It a guy is 
bullshuting,  
they 
cut through it 
right 
away,
 she said. 
Looking
 back on his childhood.
 
Knipper thinks he got 
most  1,1 his 
male role 
models
 from tele v 
ision
 
"John Wayne w as big back then 
There were all kinds 
it war moy 
on. And Superman.
 things like 
that he said 
Kippers mother tried raising 
him 
to
 belies e that eYeryorie 
has  




teens. when lie challenged his moth-
er's riuthorily
 
the  message he got  
from soy let) prevailed. His father 
was











 schrrol, K nipper 
learned
 to 

















way I did that was by putting them 






























































 but also 













































head  at 
the 
memory
 . That 
Mark 
Knipper  










he looks  







American lights and 
condemning 
apartheid.  adorn his denim lackei 






Knipper doesn't consider himself 
'cured .'' 
"I'm still sexist and
 racist to a de-
gree." he said. 
"Maybe  not as bla-
tantly so But things




me. and I 
have  to 
































for. and at other preschools. 
He has also tutored English 
to ju-
nior high school students. Now, he 
teaches
 preschoolers in the San  Jose
 
Museum of Art children's program. 
He tells the children to respect 
each 
other  and  themselves,  and tries 
to 
serve




 doctrine  was put 
to the test one 
day when he 
was tak-
ing a group of preschoolers on a field 
trip. 
A 
driver became angry. when 
Knipper blocked his way
 to allow 
the children to cross the sneer. Knip-
per became 
angry.
 too. and kicked 
the w heel of 
the  man's car. The 
driver got out of the 
car and 
began to 
hit and kick Knipper. 
Trying to divert
 the blows. Knip-
per had to think last. 
'I just blurted
 out, love 
you. 
brother, and I'm not going to hit 
you.'
 He 
turned and ran away." 
Knipper said.
 
Knipper felt empowered by being 
able
 to walk away from the fight. 
Getting out ot a violent 
situation was 
more salt* mg than 
fighting  back. 
he said 
'I stuck by vv hat I've talked to 
these
 kids about 
in
 the schoolyard all 
the time.' he said. 
 LIFE 
SCIENCE
 MAJORS   
Lab Support, the leader in scientific personnel




 scientists at all educational
 levels, 
throughout
 the San Francisco 
Bay  Area. 
Temporary,  Permanent, or Part 
Time  positions available. 
Your 
application
 is confidential 8 free. Let 
Lab support help 
you get  started with your career! 
Send your 
resume





1633 Old Bayshore 





































































3140 De La 



















homes, and most hrore 
"traditional.' 
views about men's 




sented by Daniel Jay 
Sonkin  and Mi-
chael Durphy in the 
book "Learning 




traditional  views make it 
difficult for men to seek help. Abra-
hamsohn said. Just as it isn't 
'macho'' to express 
emotions,  
"real men" aren't expected to need 
counseling either. 
"We live in a society 
that tries to 
pretend we're
 individualistic," she 
said. "It's
 a big step for these guys 




gram, 40 to 50 men and couples are 
seen individually by counselors once 
or 
twice a week. 
About 80 men 
are seen on a drop -
in basis, and there are eight men in 
each of two group -interaction
 
courses. These 
courses,  which 
last 
12 weeks, are supervised
 by peer 
counselors.
 
At WOMA, about 20 men enroll 
in the men's program each month. 
In an average month. 
4(() women 
file 
police  reports because they
 have 
been abused by their 
partners, said 
Sgt. Dominic Brocato of the San 
Jose Police Department's assault 
unit. No one knows 
how many fe-





mestic violence cases for 
four  years. 
Domestic violence includes assaults
 
on girlfriends, boyfriends and par-
ents. 
not  just spouses, he said. 
Practically  all of Brocato's 
cases
 
have involved a man 
abusing  a 
woman. There are 
also  incidents of 
women 
abusing men, and violence 
in gay relationships, but these aren't 
usually reported,
 he said. 
In 1986, a law took effect requir-
ing police to file a report 
when re-
sponding to a call about 
domestic  vi-
olence. Previously,
 police could just 
intervene
 and mediate. 
If 
there  are any injuries, the perpe-
trator must 
be arrested. Once an ar-
rest has 
been
 made, the district attor-
ney must review the case,  regardless 
of whether the victim wants to with-
draw the complaint. Brocato said. 
Also pan 





 may avoid pros-
ecution  if he agrees to enroll in a 
counseling  program. 






injuries on their partner. are ineli-
gible for diversion. Brocato said. 
Some 25 percent of the clients in 
WOMA's men's program are court -
referred, Abrahamsohn said. At 
Family Service,  the 
figure  is 50 per-
cent. 
While in the program,
 probation 
officers supervise the process to 
make sure clients attend the ses-
sions,  and that the battering doesn't 
continue. If someone uses violence 
while in the program, he is sent back 
to the court and may go to jail. 
t!stially , he will 
spend  two to five 
years 
in the county jail,  depending 
on 
the 






































































































































 full hour 
to
 themselves
 to relax 
and
 figure out




may not be 
your partner,"
 
Knipper  said. 
















the  group 








Fifty percent of those who enroll 
successfully




Abrahamsohn said she can't 
esti-





"You  can't know what's really 
going on in their relationships," she 





thing that stays with them."  
Domestic violence is the second -
most common form of assault in San 
Jose, 
according  to police records. 
From November 1988 to 
February 
1989, 1,713 cases 
were
 reported. 
Records of the first months of 
1989 
indicate
 a drop in 
domestic  vio-
lence, 
Brocato  said. If the trend con-
tinues, there may be 
35 percent 
fewer cases


































































hance  it by 
lowering  
people's  toler-






















attention,  more 
people decided
 to seek 
help
 on their 
own. 
Brocato 
said  the police depart-
ment also 
emphasizes
 education as 
violence
 prevention. Officers visit 
Juvenile  Hall and high schools and 
spread information 




















































































































































































































































































8685 est GI44250 
CREDIT! CREDIT! 
CREDIT.
 for  slit' 
deeds
 Interested in obtaining 
credit  Gel your 
Visa  Mastercard 
now. Call 
(408)  293-8174  
FREE 
VISAMASTERCARD












 734 S 4th













coverage  you can 
afford?  
We 
have  quality plans
 at low 
prices Monthly






















visits  at no charge For
 bro-
chure see A 5 
office
 or Student 
Health 





 408-976-2002   
SOUTH BAY 
BULLETIN  BOARD 




Lee. your message 
or you can 
har  six messeges 
from others. 
try 
it. you'll be spied you did Coll 
daily! Messages
 change fre-
quently. Only $2 any toll. 
AUTOMOTIVE  
ATTER
 GOUT salted 








BUY A NEW CAR 
hassle  free for less 
money




Ilnd  you the 
beet
 deal. no obligation Indepen-
dent booker. references call KEN 
at 726-0639 
TRANSPORTATION
 VEHICLES - lu 
get you Mere you're going Spe-
cial payment 
plan
 & easy credit 
for students RI J 
Motors,
 corner 
of tat & 
Virginia,  798 S tat St. 
San Jose. 288-6818
 
86 SAMURI, like new, 4 04. 
5 spd, ph. 
bucket seats. Bridgestone tires. 
am 
Inc
 stereo cesete. only 
8K
 mi. 
$60013 best offer Call 
993-1761  
day.
 or leave message 
SO VOLVO,  4 DR AUTOMATIC,  NEW 










 for 800K 
MAC  drive.. 
MAC SE, PS2 Call John at 946-
5015 
FOR  SALE 
FOR SALE. 1 bedroom mobile home. 
baking $5,0130 or best offer,  close 
lo campus. 
quiet  perk Cell 
JORGE el 297-9473 Pertect 
for 
student or couple 
MATTRESS SETS.




 $19, queen 5129, 
king $188 You get both pieces 
B unkbeds 
$129
 Bedfrenes swell -
U N now If your bed 
isn I giving 
Too the comfort
 or the support 
you 
like,  why not get  new 
bed, 
Our beds are 
very
 comfortable & 
cheep C1,11945-8558
  




 wicker drewer 
lamps - make offer Mitch 780-
6600 afternoons
 only. 1-5PM 
PROFESSIONAL
 1 OUD 
SPEAK  ERS-
scoustIc 








 high frequency driver 125 
program wafts,
 high frequency re-
sponse, 
high  fidelity. 5 
yr war-
ranty,
 never used. never
 open. 





$600  100% 
money  back 
end satIsf
 teflon 
guaranteed  Cell 





Hey  chiefs, you, 
PO was SWEET 






















































































































(4041) 970-4404  
ATTRACTIVE
 WOMEN 






 up to 5150 
send in 
sales & 





needed  on greyed 
shift 
and weekend shift 
(28-40
 hr work 
week) Requires 
1.3 yrs mall or 
elan
 assembly ewp or equiv M 
the sciences 
or
 computer prog 





493.1800.  v446 VARIAN 
AVON SALES -- Buy or .11
 Avon. 
Earn sirs 








 - Do your  shopping with 
Avon! Avoid 
crowds & let me 
ewe you 
la





care  for 3-mo & 3 yr 
old glris, my 
home.  11-3 PM 2 day-
s week Must be 





CHEER UP. 1 m 
hiring Du to upon-





 $500  week tor part time 
hours doing a phone 
promotion  
Guaranteed emery & bonuses 
We 




 and pert time prone
-
rent
 posthons  avelleble Northern
 
California Nannies, 175 San 
nto-
nio
 Rd . Suite 112,  Los 
Altos,  Cl 
94022,




needed  I residential facilities tor 
young adults & adolescents with 
autism & related disabilities Full 
and pet time positions
 
.callable 
Starting 56-56 25 hr 











CONTRACTOR  seeks 
clerical receptionist. Typing 40 
wpm, 
phones,  etc. Cell 296-3134. 
FOREIGN  STUDENTS A SCHOLARS
 
Intl businesses
 & investors seek 
foreign 
nationals  with first hand 
knowledge  of economic, busi-
ness, scientific. & politica 
condi-





 to BCS 1011.700  St Marys 
Pi Suite 1400 
San Antonio, 
TO 78205 or 
800-628-2628
 Eel 856 
FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE Clerk 
Typist Type 40WPM, Willow Glen 
Area 13-20 hrs wk, good tor pro-
pharmacy neer
 Call for appt 
2664281
 
HIGH INCOME, commission sales. 
first
 office 
in California. water 
treelmeni systems
 Commercial 




JAPANESE  TUTOR WANTED.. To 
lute fellow SJSU student over 
the summer Juana* exchange 
student preferred 
Call Kimbo 
(406)266-5140 or 286-9820 













NEED A GOOD 
JOB for the 
summer,
 
Have basic office esperience,
 We 
need  you. 
DIAGRAPH
 CORP , 
San 










We need someone 
relaxed, yet responsible Call 943. 





hiring  for 
Spring Marketing 
Campaign  Rep 
4 star 
restaurants  25 hr wk 
$150 00 








person for new downtown beauty 
supply store 
Flexible




 OFFICERS PROCESS 
SERVERS  
Full  
pan  lime 
security
 
officer's ell shifts 






 in person Mon
-Fri.  
9AM-4PM,

















TEACHER  AIDE tor 
preschool
 PT 
$6 hr . 
6 units C E req Hobbit 
Day Nursery

















shins  eves. 
able Good



































FT or P you 









 prior ewe 
necessary  
























WANTED DATA ENTRY pert -time, 
min 
SO WPM. good communica-






WANTED DINNER SHIFT 
WAITRESS 
& busboy Call Mac at Minato Jap-
anese Resturent. 
996-9711  
WORKERS NEEDED TO staff events 
at SJSU Rec Cmter,  
Shoreline
 




& elute par 
ties it you are looking to 
earn
 
extra money based on your 
avail-
ability. please call Staff 
Network 
(415)366-9966  
$6-58 hr to start 50 positions. 
Recep-
tion Security, no up 
nec FT PT, 
day swing grave Mitts Weekly 
pay dental
 
mad benefits. We are 
!oohing
 tot friendly people to 
work in Hi.tech Apply VAN-
GUARD  SECURITY, 3212 Scott 
Blvd , Santa Clara (between San 
Tomas 1010011) 
HOUSING 
FEm R male 
to share apt in THE 
COL-





June  1st N smit 
, nest, 













p0.05708 Available JUNE 1, call 
279-8075 
LOOKING FOR 
SJSU  female room-
mate to share  two bedroom lux-
ury apt Security bldg with front 
door
 security,  air condition 
rooms,
 pool, whirlpool 
sauna,  un-
derprnd prkg, 















PRIV RIA, 1 

















Jeff at 286-3161 
PERSONALS 
ADOPTION.





ter. and security 
Expenses 
paid 
Call collect (916)823-1225 
ADOPTION -THE LOVING OPTION.. 
Hugs  & kisses. Love & snuggles. 
Happily 
married
 couple wish to 
adopt your newborn 
or
 intent 
Pease call collet for more info 
(408)335-5970 
ECCLESIA GNOSTICA SACRAMEN-
TORUN For gnostIcs, religion  is 
God's sense of mystery, not 
man  s insistence on dogma Cele 
brele that mystery with us at 
Mass. open to all. 7 P M Sundays. 
at the even Chapel of the 1st 
United Methodist Church. 24 N 
5Ih SI . San Jose We also Irvin 
clergy, both rule and Wale who 




 374-74541 evenings 




Conlidentle your very own 
probe 
247-7486,  335 S Haywood 
Ave.. San 
Jose 
EXAM FILES frrn Professors through.
 
out the USA Feu problems with 
the protessors own retailed solu-




Lin Alg, Chem.  0 -Cheer.
 Physics 






 and Roberts 
Bookstore  
GREEK -RUSSIAN-ARABIC FESTI-
VAL. Noon to sundown at Cone  
bell Community Center,  May 14th 
Cell 




brochure  will be sent 
HI. 
101
 STEVE Just moved to campus 
area & loving 
1w
 26, decidedly 









 & loving I 
enjoy inalhelics, metaphysic..
 
outdoors, communication,  aware 
use, laughter. growth & ell of 
life's Please





(younger  ob).  
Mule  
& fit of 
mind, body & spat.
 
Cal 
Steve Mull al 200-5438 or *the 
1640 S 
7th









at 10 45 AM et 
Campus
 Christian
 Centex 10111 & 
San Carlos For more informetion 
about activities, call Rev Norb 
FIrrineber
 at 296-0204 
PREGNANT,
 Birth mothers,
 you have 
 choice
 Call VICKY collect for in 
for/notion privies adoption 
Whereto




 you have 
 choice
 Call Vicky eaglet for 
Info PRIVATE 
ADOPTION -where 







is  Iasi, easy way to meet quality 
people 
In the privacy of your 
home
 




 told haw to Wm your 
ow 





are ereesages from people with all 
types of Merges When you heel 
sowtheng you the, give
 that pe-
w  cell That
 









a using chemical <Moni-
tor*.  Let int permomently
 re-
mow  your unwanted
















gel your first 
ape
 
at 1 2 price 











S Bascom Au 
CC Hair 



















 laser printed 













WSECU  - Your student 
Credit  
Union-Imments  Include TultIon-
Books-Computer
 loans Cons -
peeve










 Member Privileges Cell 
947.727301
 drop by our office et 





 own personal tutor on 
progrems  like MecwrItio, hyper' 
card.
 excel. flieneker. etc Hard-
ware  insteletion consulflion 
also
 provided Protect design to 
your exact  specifications Per lob 
or hourly Wu On-slte group 
training All training materials in-
cluded FREE Call Janes at 298-
2914
 (eves)   






aid regardless of grades
 or family 
income
 Let our unique compute-
rised finding service provide you 
with  custom ilst of sources 
After you fill out  data fonn, our
 
computer seats only those 
sources you are qualified to re 
clone, 
inti ensudng the best pos-
sible list Our
 









 Sunnyvale. Ca 
94067. 1400-USA -1221. 
ext  8153 
PL INNING A WEDDING, L poking for 
a 000-denOrninatiOnal  lierelee 
personal
 vOwil, Plan now tor 
summer ceremonies 
Call Rev 
Larson at 257-7923 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree 
lathe, formerly of 
KSJS  
You've
 poi the party,  we ve got 
Ike music. Michel Productions 
provides  wide variety of music 
for your wedding party 
or dance 
It reasonethe rates Cell Desiree 
or 
Phil  al 
276-8960  oo 922-7359 
PROOFREADING, EDITING, RE-




and evening weer, specializing
 in 
weddings. lornel. etc 
REASONS 
BLE RATES. quality won in Wil-
low Gen we cell Marie et 446 
5494 
T-SHIRTS
 for fraternities. 
seethes,  
clubs. business Custom screen 
printing 
on shirts, 
sweats.  and 
WOWS 
Quietly
 work al 
reesonie
 
be rates SJSU 
DISCOUNTS
 
Contact Doug al (4041)262.7377. 
Monday through Friday
 3-10 PM  
WRITING,
 RESEARCH SERVICES 
Acedernic,  peper,  thesis assis-
tance Ghostwriting editing, re 
suites, word-processing Ail 
sub-
(ets Goateed writers 
Re-
writing Caleogm Work 
guar-

















T1-1"  CON 
WE'RE 
LEW.. OX "JCIr 
IS CAERrM












LP ONO I 
WYE T 



































































































CO I LET 
'I
 














































wee toe oar t,Maillae" 







r reet renew th 
FALL. Vat MI 
SWAM 
tl..1 (IUD /ME ME 
IN 
WrOLVD  SIN 7 













"`tf -pa f old a penny, 
heroes-




















aseun gee reeeXkel, 














































June 1 at 9.47 AM horn 





  5300 VALUE 
Call 
(408)924-8272,
 ash for RYAN. 
SUNNY SAN DIEGO airline 
ticket  












now Also ask about TWA GET-
AWAY credit 
card
 can Andy at 
(408) 297-6609. TWA 






EDGEABLE In typing that s tops 
Trust TONY. 296-2087 
Thanks
 
$1 50 per page double spaced 











Fest turneround I cur quality 
Call Shelly 1401(241.7520 
SAW WHEN OVERWHELMED 
by re-
ports to he 
typed. RELAX AND 
LEAVE THE
 TYPING TO ME Grad 
mite and undertone 
Resumes,  





e nds Student rates 
too  Under-
greds Available day, met, wed, 
ends by awl 
Call  Anna 972.4992 




















minutes from campus 
ABSTRACT  WE'RE NOT. Academic 





Free disk storage proofing Rea-
Unable  met.. We're 
fasl,  depend-
able. 
preinner-expenenced  Col -
lath grads, so can us tellt went, 
reports. 








PROFESSIONAL  OW -
top publishing  word pro-
cessing thopers.theslantsurre* 
reports, 
manuscripts & group 
prolate welcome Student rates, 
Twin Inn 
umpus  nr Nth  
WK. 
(BERRYESSA arse)











ACCURACY AND QUALITY 
offered 
Proluslonal typing, noesonable 








 PROCESSING Theses -
Reports  
Letters NO tthe le Wel 
your paper? Can Mary Ann el 
Ann's, 
Sue Clare, 241-5410. 
A1 SECRETARY WITH 
COMPUTER  
Close to school Avellable eght 
and day Rush loss are my woe
-
bitty can Pam .1140111225-5025 or 
(4011)225-00011 
CALL LINDA TODAY for experlienced, 
professional word processing  
with Law printer 
Thew. tionh 
papers,  group prowls. elc All 
formats including APA 
$1 75 pege double emoted (10 
pitch) Cholch return Tronscreten 
senrices meltable AMMONS-
Brannern
 ere* Phone 2044504  
CALL MRS 
MORTON at 20041444 for 
EDITING a WORD PROCESSING 
of 
tern papercresiserch protects 
resumes  win
 gladly
 wet w 
grommet,  punctuation end iien-
twee stnocture (knowledge*. on 
Tureben, APA.
 & Campbell fer-
mata) Equipment used Wed 
Perfect  HPLaserJell
 Canker -
/MN buslues esperience and la-
mer English rvielOr WILLOW 
GLEN  
wee  
COMPUTER- feet-occurale, root 
& 
Winchester.  Campbell Cal 
SHIRLEY
 





WITH THIS ADM TVs veer, 
call
 
a typist, who M esperimiced in 






Laser miner, diebled duellshing. 





On campus Masupdellvery 
Le-




p00e8e.11980a,  lelMelliefe towns 
poppets, ma APO, alLA Taegu 









 7 daysweek, Mao 
June, My end Suomi. 
EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING 
seem 
Ma Wry 
not  melee Pie beet Int-
preeMon7 A neMly-typed
 deee 
gets  higher 'sae For th bed 
reaulL call Barters at 
WRITE TYPO - 
(401)97E-9438  
AN 
EXPERIENCED  SECRETARY 
tor 
your seadernic,  tersems. legs/ 
word processing needs Tenn m-
ews. mesons nreumee, Mors, 
group pro(eels.  nionaia. Wee*. 




Son wanuar weer** AN 
wort. 
gumtree  Ere, Oak We-
er Affordaole













FAST WORD PROCESS/NW 125 wpm 
Otregly guerenteed 
Compete,. 





CM (408)11e-5203  Mary!  
-FREE"
 
JOB LISTINGS  ineerriming 
a  100 mots Is Mb 
meanie  
mayhem Limpet Medgene top 
Mete20 yr* cap smiting pi 
Moment erMi  90100% piece. 





WE CARE, your empoprent M-
oore. 
PlemeriMe   .3111. 
nari 
Wwwwili  
00 WITH TIM PESTI Todspreely 
'Sc.
 
Marla awoke ter ALL yew 
WORD drumming needs Greph-
ICS, ohmic fellers reports. Mnsi-
*crusts. resumes,  term papers. 
theme Let our words worh 
for 
you! Ecialog,  grammar a N 
cimosona AU work dem oo  
PILL....
 Primer,
 or printing from 
your  disk Both IBM & 
Macs 
com-
putes  Special Bluitenl 
rate
 CPI 






WRITE!  Smutty and sly -
dents can rely on 
emeate  








WM MO In 
grommet ethaing-
punctuation For prompt, 7 dey 
melionm,
 
leave rrymaga for 
Poreas  WNW) 2110-1821 
PROFESSIONAL




mos. Remonsble rates a fast 












Bey afee' El proNesionel serv-
ice Career Cute. 1765 Scoff 
DIM, Sent. Clem 
243-4070.
 
SPEEDY DELIVERY TYPING 
On campus 
pOck-up & Mew/ 
274-0900 
or beeper. 2384443  























PROCESSING  protessionai 
speedy service. 
ntesonebt  rates 
S ten Jose REAP 
SERVICES 
call 21114600   
WORD PROCESSING







 RESEARCH EDITING 
ye. -






























































I ines S50 
00  
10 4 t ines S70 
0() 














































Ctty  8, State   
Enclosed
 is S   











San Jose Slide Universdy 



















































the  polh.y 
tnch 
Ic 







hen  the 










ot then handle's. he said









hike sire ot 
business
 and lease the 
doCs unattended.
 Abesta said This 
iisiates















there  is a possi 
luilals









 I t1011t %Lain

















,tation at there 
as




 there arid it the LL an:11 nina  
111,111th:I




 IN that 
it 
I 




piciented  from 
NCAA
 





























 4o w ins 
and  
1ian blushed 
third  in 
is. Ihit has 
been
 



































campus.  and mike', ,ale 
no 
hinge:




























 is none of OW business 
hile
 it is legal hit the 
chief 
to 
,as  that. 
Holm
 said, its


















 LL ill 
get  
hurt."







   
he hi agrees 











Cantinas  as 
police
 inticers..











area  surrounding S.ISC
 is the 







Department. Abe  
hi said. The main 
purpose
 ot ot 
been hired
 hy the CM' 
























alt tlw rumors. 
SCI.' 





in.-  I 
Mlhain  said -Ex en though 
liaxe















































































safety is in jeopardy.. 





















 is the lack of 
an
 ag-
reement  between the 
police  bargain-


















in the tact -finding stage. 
"CSU lia, the urge
 to union -bust 
us.- Holm said. 




at %%hat SUVA sees as stalling 
on 
the part of the si stem in 
settling  a 
ciniti
 ad 





 he said. "When
 









 slimy officers to feel
 
good



















 associate dnectoi 
ot housing operations




















lhei let us kiwi% light is'. is 
' Frank 
Gerry,  administrator
 of em 
ployee










are desirous of 
reaching  an 





























planned  to 








although  none of 
them were








































 faculty: ratification 
of an 
entirely new 






























 info a muddy
 drain next
 to 






























student. said she 
didn't  
kiwis 

















 in earning money over the
 summer? 
Frito-Lay
 is in need of Part Time 
and Temporary 




Packers,  Material 
Handlers,  
Maintenance,  and Sanitation. You 
must  be 
willing to 
work 





















































department.  "He 
is a real 
asset
























 is an 
opportu-




is also in the process
 of de-
veloping  a prototype for a 
modular 
animal 
habitat, which will be 
used 
on one of the space shuttles or a fu-








 one of the 
biggest  











Holley is hopeful the prototype will 
solve this 
problem. 
The limit space flights involving 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union originated in 1971 when the  
two 




Annual meetings of a 
Joint  Work-




were established at that 
time to discuss problems and
 areas 
of mutual scientific 
interest.  These 
meetings led to the Biological 
Satel-



























Holley  said. 





pineal  gland 
in humans.
 so the 
physiological  
functions  of 
the  organ 





 has been 
implicated 
in the 













difficult  to 


















with  their 
bones  
thinned  










































 when I 













 the rest of the
 brain." 













































Fila of San 
Jose
 





Randy Stoklos and 
49er Great 
Ronnie  Lott! 
Friday, June 19 
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
 
The
 San Jose Pavilion 
150





























is an excellent 
nd is making 
an excel -
Akin to his field, 
said
 





 a real 
:ampus.'  
pressed excitement over 
[ion in the
 space flights. 
rom animals
 in space is 
que 
opportunity  for a 
'it
 is an opponu-
are than 
getting  moon 
ilso in the 
process
 or de-



































































































Cover Photo: Statue on the 
grounds of 
Villa 
MonteIvo  in Saratoga 
By Alyssa Jensen, Daily




















vendIng  o yea, 
01 SI ;row 
to 10111000, a 
olowIng





 why hauton 
mated  
the new
 VIP Nembetshop 
that
 bests fot 















 525 o mon$ And 




 a VIP 
Membet  
 Floe Early thrd forveng
 every 
day  




Days  Ion hoe 
entry Sunday all day, 
 A one 
deal udbunphon to 
Ion 
Mogrone 










 onniege, of dl but 
loom  
10101.00, WI lust 
one, 
So 6ont wag mound or





newt  onw lane 
to 
Eowuton

























All our outstanding beers are 
handmade on the premises bu award W11111111c4 
brewers from recipes which took years to perfect 
Even the most discriminating connoisseur will appreciate our Pelican Pale. 
Seabright Amber and other renowned beers PLUS special limited runs of 
superb dark 
ales stouts bitters and bocks. 
Were here for people who 
are  serious about their beer, And  you II 
enjoy our 
fine 






$100 off on all 
pitchers  
with
 student I.D. 
Monday through Friday
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nomi 



























































foothills,  less than a 
half-hour  
drive 
from SJSU, is 
every  per-
son's paradise
 in the form of a 
public park. 
Montalvo
 is a lush and lovely 
175
-acre estate combining the 
vitality 
of the arts and
 the peace-
ful 
ambiance  of a park. 
Set 800 
feet above the valley, 
amid  some 
of 
the Bay Area's most 
beautiful
 
country, is the two-story 
Mediterranean -style villa. 
The villa, with its
 attendant 
cottage and octagonal Carriage 
House Theatre, is an historical
 
landmark.  It was built in 1912 by 
James
 Duval Phelan, a passionate 
Californian 
who had been a 
three -term progressive mayor of 
San Francisco and the first popu-
larly elected U.S. senator from 
California.  
Phelan was inspired 
by visits 
to the Villa Medici in 




 home be 
named after a 
popular
 16th -cen-
tury Spanish writer, Garcia 
Ordonez de 
Montalvo,  




Golden  State's name. 
Though 
Phelan's
 business was 
politics,  his love was the arts. He 
welcomed some of the early cen-
tury's finest creative minds to his 
country home, including Jack 
London, Douglas Fairbanks and 
Mary Pickford. When he died in 
1930, Phelan left Montalvo to be 
used "as far 
as possible for the 
development of art, literature and 
music..."  
The beautiful villa, the theater 
and the Guest Cottage provide
 a 
working retreat and residence for 
artists, musicians and writers. 
The villa houses an art gallery
 
and a gift shop.
 From time to 
time, it hosts small 
exhibitions  of 
major artists. 
The gallery is currently host-
ing the "Designer Showcase." 
About








villa. The show is scheduled to 
run through June 
5 and the park 
road will be closed
 until then. 
However, pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic
 still have access to the 
park.
 
Classical  and jazz concerts, 
theater, dance, and 
storytelling 
are presented 



















































has  been 
made 
into 
an arboretum and Audubon 
Society bird sanctuary. Several 
miles of nature trails, offering 
Spectacular
 views of the Santa 
Clara Valley, trace forested hill-
sides with great oaks, redwoods, 
firs,
 and other trees. There nP 
several small creeks, and formal 
gardens contain many rare plants. 
When
 he 











far  as 
possible
 for the 






On a good day, visitors
 can see a 
variety of wildlife 
ranging  from 
lizards
 and squirrels to deer and 
more than 60 species of birds. 
Guided tours of the grounds 
and 
an audio-visual introduction 
to Villa 
Montalvo  are available 
for 
groups  by arrangement. The 
grounds
 are
 also available for 
rentals for seminars, business 
meetings,  weddings, and more. 
No 
picnicking  or pets are 
allowed
 on the grounds. The 
arboretum is open from 8 a.m. to 




 The gallery 
is open from
 1 p.m. 
to
 4 p.m. 
Thursday
 and Friday 
and  from 11 
a.m 
to







is $1 for 
adults  over 
18

















 Jensen -- Daily staff photographer 
The lush 
Villa  Montalvo 
estate  in the 





 the cacti and
 eucalyptus
 leads
 from the 
Temple
 of I .me 
Santa Cruz's #1 Dance Club 











DANCE the NIGHT 
AWAY to some of the 
hottest
 sounds on the 
west coast that 




Santa  Cruz  
476-4442  
_ 




Learn  to scuba 
dive  and 
explore the


































are many wineries in the area 
offering 
just as much as 









employee  Joel Weis
 of 
Sunnyvale










 Clean,  quality rentals 
 Daily rates from $19 95 








requirement-  21 
 
8 
minutes  from campus 

 

























Lunch  Brunch  oinner
 
Private Parties 
























































 steeply into 
a dimly lit 
aisle formed 
by rows of stacked 
barrels, their oak staves 
bound  by 
metal 
bands.  





 the stone walls 
of a 
cellar, which 
was  dug by Chinese 
laborers in the 
late
 1800s. 
The cool, fragrant air
 is a 
comfortable  contrast to the 
warmth outside the entrance to 
these underground rooms
 at 
Ridge Vineyards, one 
of
 a gener-
ous scattering of 
small  wineries 
in the Santa Cruz Mountains. 
Compared to 
their  more popu-
lar cousins in the Napa
 Valley 
region, wineries in and around
 
the 
Santa Clara Valley remain 
rel-
atively untouristed and are more 




Exiting Highway 280 at 
Foothill Expressway and driving 
3.1 miles south on Foothill 
Blvd/Stevens Canyon Road and 
then 4.4 miles west on 
Montebello Road 
will deliver you 
to the original site of Ridge 
Vineyards (17100 Montebello 
Road). 
Every 
Saturday  and Sunday 
between  the hours of 11 a.m. and 




on a covered 
patio and picnic on a grassy, ter-
raced hillside that affords
 a spec-






the third Saturday of every 
month,
 a tour of the facility a 
mile 
farther  up the road, where 
the
 actual wine -making takes 
place, is available from 11 
a.m. 
































Wednesday,  May 17, 1989 
missed.
 




vineyard worker at 
Ridge in 
1981.  
He utilizes the knowledge 
of
 wine -making




then to give a 
detailed 
explanation  of the methods 
and  
machinery 
needed  to produce 
a 
bottle
















 his above -ground 
expatiations  because the best pan 
of the tour 
is still to 
come.  
Down in the cellar. Mann's 
verbiage 
diminishes  and is 















out  of the bar-
rels.  The 





before they are 
bottled  
is 
a palate -pleasing approach 
to 
l"amino shout 





is still aging in 
wood. 
It seems 
the  choice of 
which  
bottle, 
or bottles, of 
wine  you 







Not  so. 
While the tasting is free
 and 
generous,
 it whets the appetite for
 
more. The








lot going for it. 
 Working with a 
Clinical  Nurse 
Specialist,
 you can design your 
internship 














meetings  with your 
Clinical Nurse specialist 
advisor. 














The chance to 
continue  your 
career at Saint 
Agnes, the Om-








 we oiler a $1,000
 
B onus
 that's paid over the 
course  
of your first
 year with us. 
Get the advantages
 of living and 
working




at Saint Agnes Medical Center, 
where














space is limited. Call Stephanie 
Antrim.











































































































































adds an eerie 










The  tasting 
room is in the brick
 winery, 
which was built in 
1896. Next to 
the stairway there is a 
huge bar-






 picnic tables locat-
ed at the 
winery,  hiking trails 
See 









facilities  at Ridge Winery offer a panoramic view 











 PAY * 
NO FEES * 
* 



























- Santa Clara 
(408) 446-9440 - Cupertino 
(415) 





















Call Us! 298-3030 
Sri C ata  Sa, Jose  CHI CK OW OUR Ni
 WI ()CA 
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Before you own out on study.ng. pck up 
.ne ono, and call Domino's
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AVAILABLE  DRIVERS EARN UP TO 








1 rro Del.very 
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on a 6 Pack at
 Coke. 
Hours  




























Daily staff writer 
A chorus of croaking frogs 
and honking geese drifts from the 
lily -laden pond into the ears of 
guests from many parts of the 
world as they lounge in the gaze-
bo or the picnic grove. 
Ferns and ivy drape 
over the 
walls of the 
walkway  leading to 
the historic log and stone build-





 of redwoods, madrones 
and oaks. 
Inside, the golds and greens of 
the couches surrounding the fire-
place mix warmly with the
 var-





The place is the Sanborn Park 
Hostel, two miles west of 
Saratoga Village, and





find  the 
ambiance
 of hostels hostile, but 
social persons with a love for 
conversation will be 
right at 
home. In order to 
maintain the 
low cost of lodging, guests sleep 
in dormitory -style 
rooms,  usually 
containing between four and 
eight
 beds, and arc expected to 
bnng  their own linen. Some hos-
tels will 
rent linen for a small fee. 
It is also 
customary  to perform 
a small housekeeping
 chore 
before checking out in the morn-
ing. This spirit of 
cooperation,  in 
the interest of promoting afford-
able travel 
opportunities,  often 
serves as 
the catalyst that 
trans-
forms 




 are popular 
among
 travelers from Europe and 
other
 foreign countries, 
but 
Americans seem 




 first hostel was opened in 
Germany
 in 1909. Since then, 
more 
than
 5,000 hostels have 
been established worldwide to 
provide safe,
 friendly and afford-
able lodging for a weekend get-





 over 300 hostels in 
America, and some of the most 
scenic and historic are right here 
in the Bay Area.
 
The Sanborn Park hostel is 
located on Sanborn Road, off 
Highway 9. The main building, 
Welch-hurst, was built in 1908 
and is listed on the National 





of the first Superior Court Judge 
of 
Santa
 Clara County, 
James R. 
Welch. 
After several ownership 
changes,




property  in 1977. In 
1978, 
the Santa Clara Valley 
Club
 of 











































her husband Art 
opened the hostel 
doors on July 
1, 1979. 
At that time the 
entire  
facility was located 
in
 what used 
to be the 




 the cottage sports
 a 
large hammock, a relic 
of
 house -
parent Curt Gardiner's solo 
canoe 
trip 







 SJSU, lives in half 
of
 
the cottage, while the other 
half is 
reserved for guests. 
The main
 facility is now 
locat-
ed in the 
original
 home. Up until 
a couple of 
years ago, guests 
were greeted in the living room 





cease at the hostel, 







 is a 
few strips of moulding 





 the hostel 
is 
rustic and relaxing, 
a welcome 
contrast
 to the Silicon 
Valley  bus-
tle only minutes
 away. Carrol 
maintains  a bantering 
rapport 




dinner in the  fully 
stocked kitchen or 




those who pursue 
their  
relaxation
 via more 
active  pas-
times, there is a 
volleyball  court 
on the premises,
 and several hik-
ing 
trails that lead from the hostel 




popular  of these is a 
two-mile 
jaunt  to a local 
winery,
 
the nearest neighbor in that 
direc-
tion. 
Just up the road is the 
Youth  
Science 




 where the 
Valley 
Institute  of Theatre 
Arts  will 




 June 9. 
Performances  
will be 





nees begin at 3:30 p.m. 
A good 









out about upcoming 
events  




 and slide 
show at te 
Sanborn
 Park 
Hostel,  May 25 
at 
6:30















June  30. 
Speaking
 of the 
sea, the 
California  coast 



























































Joe Watson  Special to the Daily 
The Pigeon
 Point Lighthouse 













Hostel  in Saratoga 




























































The abundance of outdoor recre-
ation 
possibilities near the hostel 
creates serious organizational
 
problems for those who want to 
do it all in a 
weekend. 
Seven miles south of the hos-
tel is Ano Nuevo State Reserve, 
where massive elephant seals 
breed and 
molt. Six 
miles  cast, 
20 miles
 of trails meander
 
through the 










 is the 
feeding  and 













windsurfing  or 
pic-
nicking.  
With all of this 
to choose 
from,
 guests may find it 
hard to 
set aside time 
to enjoy the hostel 
itself. 
The four bungalows that serve 
as sleeping quarters are dwarfed 
next to the 115 -foot -tall Pigeon 
Point Lighthouse. Built in 1872, 
it is the second tallest lighthouse 
on the West 
Coast.  The original 
lens, consisting of 1,008 glass 
prisms, is still in place and can be 
viewed close-up during tours giv-
en at one -quarter hour intervals 
on Sundays. 





















women,  age 
17- 25 
* Reside,
 work or 
attend  school 
in Santa Clara
 
FOR  MORE 
INFO: 
Call  249-4752 
or 244-6840 
Deadline:











and  if 
currently  
used as a 
commons 
area that 
hosts  a 
ping-pong
 table,





Behind  the 
building  is a 
hot -tub 
deck 
perched  on the 
edge
 of the 
cliff, 
35













 a new 
one is on 
the  way. 
The 
hot tub at 
Point  Montara 
Lighthouse,




rented  at the 
rate 
of $3 
per  person. The

















is the San 
Francisco




ing the Bay. 
The Golden Gate 
Hostel




provides  a view from the oppo-
site side 
of
 the Bay. Continuing
 
up the coast,
 there is also a 
hostel  
at Point Reyes National
 Seashore. 
The passport to 




 world of hostel-
ing
 is an American Youth Hostels 
membership.  A one-year mem-
bership 
can be obtained for 
$20 
at most hostels.





lists  all of the hostels
 
nationwide
 and all the informa-












































 WORLD FIGURE 




































through the ranch give visitors an 
overwhelming choice of places to 
relax
 with a bottle and a bit of 
bread. Sunrise Winery
 is open 
for
 tasting and sales Friday
 
through Sunday
 from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
While  the afternoon is still 
young,
 return to Stevens Canyon
 
Road and travel 1.4 miles to a 
split in the road. Veer left onto 
Mount  Eden Road, proceed to 
Pierce Road and turn right. 
Upon 
reaching Highway 9, 
turn  right 
and go 1.6 miles to a sign that 
points  to the opposite side of the 




 lush lawn surround-
ing  Villa De Monmartre, 
built  in 
















where the vineyards are nestled. 




Tasting takes place from 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. every day of the 
week at Congress 
Springs.
 Tours 
are not conducted on a regular 
basis but can
 
be arranged upon 
request.
 
If the urge is strong to visit 







 9 and turn 













Boulevard. The drive 
south to Bear Creek Road is 
beautiful. Most of the time the 
slim strip of pavement 
winds  
beneath a canopy of leaves, but 
an occasional
 glimpse of grassy 
mountain 
meadows
 can be seen 
between the breaks in the road-
side
 trees. 
At Bear Creek Road turn right 
and drive 1.2 miles to David 
Bruce Winery. In celebration of 
its 25th anniversary, the 
winery  
starts its tasting sessions 
(Saturdays and Sundays from 
noon to 5 p.m.) with champagne. 
While the grounds 
are  rather 
plain, the mood in the tasting 




picnic tables that squat in the 
shade
 of redwood trees, the view 
extends over the Pacific. 
Going back down Bear Creek 
Road will deliver you to 
Highway 17 south 
of Los Gatos. 




with  local wineries. 
There are 
half a dozen more wineries far-
ther south in the Santa Cruz 
mountains. Monterey has several 
of its own, and
 the Hecker Pass 
area near Gilroy is littered with 
them.
 To the north, the 
Livermore
 valley is home to sev-
eral, one of which, 
Fenestra  
Winery,







Replogle  and his wife 
Fran. 
For a look 
at
 how a larger win-
















 is not as 
intimate as 
one to a 
smaller,  secluded coun-
terpart, 
it provides a different, 
more  informative 
insight




ing room is open 
from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m., Monday 
through
 Saturday 
and noon to 4 
p.m. on Sunday. 
Several tours are 











 on Lenzen 
Avenue, is open
 for tasting from 
10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. daily. Tours are 
given at 
11






























 one night. 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that 
time.  While you have a few 
short hours to learn your sun  spots from your 
satellites  before the 
dreaded astronomy exam.
 
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps 
keep you 
awake  and mentally 
alert for 
hours. Safely and conveniently.
 So 
even when the
 subject matter's 
dull,  your 
mind  will stay razor  sharp. 
if Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could
 have mastered the solar 
system faster, 
too. 
Use 
et dincied
 loam 
0. 
 
r 
Revive with 
VIVARIN:  
for
 
fast
 
prchup
 
-safe  
as 
coffee
 
